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News
Priest is the center of dispute
by Chullaine O'Reilly
SpectatorEditor
Facing the Vatican's wrath:
In 1967, the Catholic University of
America fired him for his controversial
teachings on Catholic moral theology,
only to rehire him following a campus
wide strike by faculty and students. In
1986,he was called to the Vatican and
asked to recant his teachings, that
abortion can sometimes be justified,
loving homosexual relationships are
valid, premaritial sex is sometimes
acceptable and that divorce should be
allowed intheCatholic Church.
His name is Father Charles Curran.
Heis admiredby some.Heis denounced
by others. Yet allagree that he is in the
forefront of the idealogical battle to
allow Catholics the right to dissent and
stillremainin thechurch.
He was asked, in a recent phone
interview with the Spectator, if he
thoughtarifthad developedbetween the
Vatican and American Catholics over
their right to dissent andstill remain in
thechurch.
"It's a little toonarrow to put it just
there," he said. "Obviously there are
tensions that exist between the Roman
church and many other local churches,
theBrazilian church for example. There's
always going to be some tension
between the local churchand thechurch
universal.
"But dissent is not justan American
issue.Ithink it wouldbe wrong tosee it
asonly American. It'sbroader than that,"
headded




civil disobedience,in thecivil form. The
revolutionary says the whole thing is
bad, throw it out. The civil disobedient
person says 'No,Ibelieve in the system
andbelong toit,but thereareafew little
things that have got to bechanged."
He believes that "dissent in it's own
way isan attempt tobe very loyal to the
church."
Curran himself is no stranger to dis-
sent. The 51-year-oldmoral theologian
publicly disagrees with the traditional
church on several issues, among them
premarital sex.He citesthe need tomake
allowances for "exceptional" situations
when Catholics might not be able to
marry.
When asked under whatcircumstances
he viewed the acceptanceof premaritial
sex, he said, "the basic exceptions tend
tobeby definition,exceptional.Theyare
often brought about by the fact that for
some reasonor another, theremight not
be the possibility of publicly witnessing
to a commitment to one another right
here andnow.
"In some places it, (marriage), is
actually a difficult thing to do. One of
the examples, beside college students,
would be peopleon social security who
might wind up losing their benefits if
theybecome married.
"I see human sexuality in terms of
total commitment ofa man anda woman
striving for a relationship. But, this is
not a justification of casual sexuality,"
he stressed.
The question of abortion is another
touchy issueCurran has tackled head on.
His views differ from the acceptedchurch
doctrine that life starts at the momentof
conception. He has stated thai "truly
individual life" does not occur until
sometimebetween the 14th and 21stday
after conception. Consequently, he
believes that Catholic women can prac-
tice abortionunder certain circumstances.
"Up untilday 21,1 don't consider it a
truly individual human being.Iconsider
it to be something of value and impor-
tance but not a truly individual human
being. Therefore, you need less of a
reason to take it,"he said.
"Truly individual human life begins
on the 21stdayafter contraception. After
that time,"he said, "onecan be justified
in taking a truly individual human life
only to save thelife of the mother or a
value commemsuratewith life."
It is opinions like these that have
made Curran one of the most widely
recognized dissidents in the American
Catholic Church and thrown him into
the midst of a whirlpool of controversy.
Because of his teachings, in 1967 the
Trustees of Catholic University decided
not to renew his contract, despite the
unanimous support of his faculty col-
eagues and a recent decision by the
Academic Senate to promote him to
AssociateProfessor.
The following week was one of tur-
moil at the university, as faculty and
students combined theirefforts andcalled
a schoolwide strike in favor of Curran.
Onci week after being fired,he wasrein-
statedandpromoted.
He believes this strike changed his
reputation.
"I sort of became symbolic of what
was happening in someaspects of Cath-
olic moral theology. As aresult of it,I
probablybecamemuchmore visible than
many other theologians,"he said.
In, 1968 when Pope Paul VI reaf-
firmed the church's opposition to artifi-
cial .birth control, Curran was the
spokesperson for the opposition. He
rallied 600 Catholic theologians, who
signed a statement stating that Catholic
couples had theright to "publicly andin
practice" disagreewith thePope andstill
tl think by definition theology should be on the cutting edge,should be pushing, it should be probing"
Fr. Charles Curran
be "loyal" Catholics.
His views on birth control have not
changed since then. When asked if he
thought Catholics could practice birth
control, he stated emphatically, "yesI
do."
"I don't think it's always a bad act
under the rubric of responsible parent-
hood." When asked to explain,he said,"
People should bring into the world the
number ofchildern theycan care for and
educate as good Christians."
Yet Curran says that despite what
appears tobe a difference ofopinion on
this issue, he and the Church still
basically agree on the value of human
life.
"It certainly seems to me that every-
one has to agreeon thebasic diginity of
human life. That's the corner stone of
society. There'scertainly some disagree-
ment in society about the beginning of
truly, individual human life in the
Catholic church. I'm basically in agree-
ment with it. My position differs very
little from it (the offical position)," he
said.
He added that "from the Christian
perspective there's always a prejudice,
using that word in the best sense of the
term, infavor ofhuman existenceand in
favor of the smallest, the weakest and the
handicapped."
Yet on one issue, homosexuality,
Curran and thechurch donot evencome
compromise" which states that a homo-
sexualact canbecondonedunder specific
conditions.
In a recent memorandum, he stated
that "for an irreversable,constitutional,
or genuinehomosexual,homosexual acts
in the context of a loving relationship
striving for permanency can in a certain
sensebeobjectively morallyacceptable."
Butheadded that, "sexualityshouldbe
seen in terms of the female-male
relationship so thathomosexual realtion-
ships fall short of the full meaning of
humansexuality."
When interviewed by the Spectator,
heagain stressed the dual requirements,
"irreversably homosexuality" and the
need for the person to be looking for a
"permanent relationship" be the requ-
isites for this situation.
"I'm totally opposed to casual
sexualityor one night stands," he said.
He said that the ancient Biblical
example of Sodom and Gomorrah may
not even apply to todays definition of
homosexuality because, "there is debate
about what the sin of Sodom and
Gomorrahactually was.
Indirect opposition to Curran is the
CDF, the Congregation for the Doctrine
of the Faith, which was started in 1542
as a tribunal of inquisition. Its purpose
is to protect the traditional teact lgsol
theCatholic Church. The congregation's
name was changed in 1965 from the
earlier "RomanInquisition to th Holy
Office", in an effort to distance it from
earlier heresy trials such as that of
Galileo.
The head of the CDF, Joseph
Cardinal Ratzinger, told Curran earlier
this year thathe wouldhave torecant or
no longer be a teacher of Catholic
theology. Curran refused, firstby letter,
then later when he went to Rome to
appear before Ratzinger and the CDFat
aninformal meeting."
Icannot retract or reconsider," he
said.
The CDFhaspassedon its findings to
the pope, stating that they recommend
that Curraneither retracthis teachingsor
be prohibited from teaching moral
theology at Catholic schools. So far the
pope has notdelivered adecision on the
case.
Yet to Charles Curran, the fight for
the right to dissent is not over. At
stake, he believes, is the freedom of
Catholics to disagree with thechurch on
"infallible" teachings.
"Thefact thatJesus died for our sinsis
core to the faith. Yet take artificial
contraception, there's nothing in the
Bibleabout that,"he said.
That is why he believes that most
theologians would supporthis belief that
peoplecandissentonnon-core issuesand
stillremain strongCatholics.
"That's basically why Ithink 750
Catholic theologians have supported
me," he said.
"It seems to me that you are always
going to have this kind of tension,
(betweentheologiansand the church), it's
a sign oflife in thechurch that youdo.I
think by definition theology should be
un ihe cutting edge, it should be
pushing, it should beprobing," he said.
in the last analysis, Ithink it's
dissent that will make the teachingoffice
of the church even more credible for the
future.Iwouldn't do it ifIdidn't think it
wou!'help the church,"he said.
close to agreeing. He bases his






The Community Chapel and Bible
Training Center in Burien under the
leadership of Donald Lee Barnett has
been the center of religious and
community controversy since its
beginnings in the 60s.
Loren Krenelka,chapel spokeman said
thechurch andBarnett are notresponding
to the controversies because of past
"misrepresentations."
Krenelka said in 1981 when
controversies were reportedin the Seattle
TimesandPost Intellengcer, "the church
opened itsdoors andgave interviews."
He said the resultingstories used only
small parts of the interviews and used
someinformation outof context causing
the church to lose credibility in the
community.
Headded that "95% of themembership
is very happy" and that the Chapelmay
respond to the controversies through
adversments.
Krenelka said the chapel did offer a
videotapedresponse to the media under
theconditions the response wouldnotbe
edited. He said themedia declined.
Ex-members have openly critized
Barnett for impropriety byaccusing him
of embracing female church members,
advocating elitism, and preaching
religious practices that have supposedly
led to deaths, divorces, broken
friendshipsand family feuds.
In addition to the critism from
ex-members,somechurch members have
committed suicide and one member is
accused of drowning her 5 year old
daughter inaPortland hotel. Therehave
alsobeen allegations ofchild abuse and
molestation bychurch members.
Beginning as a Bible study group in
Barnett's home, thechurch today has an
estimated 2,500 membership and owns
lands and buildings valued at
approximately S9 million dollars.
Along with the church services and
worship, there are school and Bible
college services offered. Approximately
900 students participate in a Bible study
program and 400 in the day school
program. The church has approximately
135 staff members drawing a payroll of
$80,000reported the Seattle Times.
Barnett and the church have been
critized by ex-members in interviews
with the Seattle Times and Seattle
Post-Intellingcer for emphasizing
demons and demonic possession of
humans. On March 20,18 year church
member Janet Cole,allegedly murdered
her 5 year old daughter in Portland
because Cole believed that the girl was
possessedby demons.
The Seattle Times reported that two
church membershave committed suicide
and former members say that several
other members havecome close.
Barnett isnot anordainedminister and
his church is opposed by his brother
PastorBob Barnett. Thebrother told the
Times "I'm praying for that church and
for my brother that God will open their
eyes."
Several of the controversies with the
church have come from the doctrines that
Barnett teachings. One doctrine involves
whatBarnett calls spiritual connections.
Connections,arepeople who members
are able to unite with to become closer
to God. Connections unite through
hugging,kissing, anddancing.
Connections often meet duringchapel
services when members dance to the
religious music and singing which is a
major partof the services.
Barnett does not advocate the
furthering of the embraces into sexual
intercourse but the doctrine has been
cited as the cause of several marital
problems.
Barnett's daughter Carolyn Peterson
filed divorce papers citing her father's
doctrine as a major cause for the
problems. Peterson told the P-I "The
bottom line is that when someone
develops a spiritual connection, they
usually fall in love."
Theconnection doctrine wasalso cited
for thepossiblepsychologicalproblems
ofex-memberArJenc Webbs 13-year-oJd
son,the P-Ireported. Webb said children
who did not follow the doctrine were
thought tobepossessedby demons.
The church is also being investigated
by King County Police for suspected
child sexual abuse reported by former
members, theP-I reported.
Courtpapers inachild custody suit of
former member Leßoy A. Anderson
alleges "physical involvement during
'connecting' between young teen-agers
andolder church membershas becomea
frequentoccurrence."
Anotherofßamett's doctrinesconcerns
disfellowship of church members.
Disfellowship occurs after a member is
perceived to have committed some
wrong. That member is not allowed to
attend servicesand members, whichmay
include family andfriends,are toldnotto
speak with them.
BrianRooney/TheSpectator
Several couples hug and embrace in a break from services at the
Community Chapel church inBurien.
BrianRooncy/The Spectator
A security/parking guard reviews vehicles as they enter the $9




Spectator Acting News Editor
Editor's note: Spectator Reporter Allison Westfall attended services at the
Community Chapel last Sunday to observe, on a first-handbasis, how sevices at this
church are held. There has been some controversysurrounding how these services are
practicedandhow church doctrine is taught.
Services at the Community Chapel church arc held publicly three times a week.
Approximately 2,000people attended last Sunday's worshipservices.
Driving into the multi-building complex,baby blue and brown shuttle buses roll by a
security parking guard withmirrored sunglasses, who is dressed in a bright flourcscent
orangeand yellow vestmumbling messagesinto a hand- held walkie talkie.
Services areheldin alargebuildingcalled the Sanctuary.
The lobby is cluttered with tables and stands offeringreligiouspamphlets, literature and
tape recordings for sale. People are milling around from "pre-scrvice worship." Women
are fan- ning themselves withJapanese fans,pamphlets,or just their hands. Most of the
women are wearingflat ballet shoes or socks. The menhave their suitcoats off and tics
loosened.
In corners,on the back stairway andby the coatracks, everywhere,couplesstand cither
hugging,holding hands,or linking arms, alwaysstaring intensely intoeach others eyes.
Whether the coupleswererelated or marriedormesmerizedby a "spiritual connection" is
hard todiscern - but this is what Barnett teaches.
Barnett's philosophy is such that a person who is dancing with or embracing another
can bringa reunion with Godand the Holy Spirit.
The couples vary from woman and man,man and man, woman and woman, with all
varyingage groups intermixed.
The Sanctuary is decorated ina plush, bright apple red fabric with matching carpets
chasingdown the wideaisle leading to the pulpit.
The threeandone-half hour longservices feature Bametl's sermons,spiritual songsand
church members' testimonials.
One woman stood at the pulpit and her testimonial told of the influence of the church
Continued on page fourteen
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theology is too
varied a notion to allow a simple
yes or no answer to the question.
Iagree with the basic aims of
that theology andIagree with a
large part of its methodology and
Sonclusions.
"
John Topel, S.J., vice
president of academic affairs
"Originally gospels were aimed
fundamentally at the poor.
Liberation theology seems to be
an effort to make the gospel
speak to the needs of today's
dispossessed."
Emmett Carroll, S.J., english
department chair
"/ agree with liberation
theology in principle. Liberation
theology basically makes one
claim and that is that the living
out of our faith has political
consequences—always. "
Carmichael Peters, S.J.
instructor of theology and
classical language
"At its core the Christian
gospel opposes the three evils
that tear human community










Pope JohnPaulIIhas been devoting a
great dealof time to liberation theology
in the Catholic church and recently the
Vatican's Congregationfor theDocturine
of the Faith issued a major new
pronouncement on liberation theology,
according to a recent Time Magazine
article entitled "A Lesson On
Liberation."
The 17,000 worddocument is entitled
"Instruction on Christian Freedom and
Liberation." According to the article the
document "affirms social justice as an
essential responsibilityof the churchand
even offersacarefullycouched allowance
for politicalrevolution. The obvious
aim: toposition Rome as the leader of
'authentic' liberation,as distinguished
from unworthy forms."
"It was the Pope's idea to issue the
documents on liberation theology, a
negative warning followed by a more
positive evocation of freedom," the
article stated attributing the information
toVatican sources.
Pope John Paul 11, according to the
article,has beenestablishing apolicyon
political activism for Roman Catholic
Clergy.In one way he "advocates social
justice and wantspriests and nuns to do
likewise," inanother wayhe "warned the
clergy about becoming too involved in
secular affairs and about the dangers of
Marxist ideology."
At the Vatican last month the Pope
met with leadingBrazilian bishops and
told them that,"purified of elements that
could adulterate it, with grave
consequencesfor the faith, this theology
of liberation is not only orthodox but
necessary,"according to the article.
Thebasisof liberation as stated in the
"Instruction" is the Crucifixion and
Resurrectionof Christ,whichhave "freed
us from themost radicalevil,namely sin
and the powerofdeath."
As quoted in the article, the
"Instruction" insists that "the political
and economic runningofsociety isnot a
directpart of(thechurch's)mission."
Warning clergy against secular
preoccupations: "It is not for thepastors
of thechurch to intervene directly in the
politicalconstruction andorganizationof
social life."
"The 'Instruction' contends that it is
'perfectly legitimate' for oppressed
peoples to use 'morally licit means' like
labor unions to seek their rights.
However, 'systematic recourse to
violence put forward as the necessary
path toliberation has tobe condemnedas
a destructive illusionand one that opens
the way to new forms of servitude,'" the
article stated.
Do the scriptures authorize women as priests?
by Shelly Griffin
Spectator Copy Editor*Threepriests,allwearing their Roman
itholic collars andblack vestments,are
sitting in a neighborhood doughnut
shop. A parishoner, being troubled of
mind lately, decides to join thepriests at
the table in order to ask for some
guidance. All is fine until theparishoner,
now sitting at the table, looks at the
priest whoseback is to the window. The
priest isa woman.
Presently this is not a portrayal of
reality, though why it is not reality is
being questioned. At apanel discussion
three weeks ago at Seattle University
three priests, two sisters and one lay
woman presented the pros and cons of
women'sordination into the priesthood.
Carmichael Peters, S.J.,panel moder-
ator, stated the church's position as an
introduction to the discussion. Canon
laws 10:24 to 10:52 deal with ordina-
tion. Canon 10:24 succinctly states:
Onlyabaptised malecan validly receive
sacredordination,Peters said.
"The question of the ordination of
women is a theologicalquestionprimar-
ily," said Robert Egan, S.J., associate
professor of theology. "It is decided in
terms of the scripture, the ongoing
traditonof thechurch and whatis called
theological reasoning."
"The fundamental reason is that the
(heirarchical) church does not think that
she is authorized to ordain women, that
it is not in keeping with the mind and
the intentions and the will of Christ,"
Egan said.
Egan emphasized the symbolism of
the priest as representing Christ, the
bridegroom andshepardof thechurch. He
compared Christ's relationship to the
church with the relationship between a
groomand abride. "Therefore,one who
represents Christ must be male," Egan
said.
Roger Blanchettc,S.J., assistant pro-
fessor of theology, argued that Christ
accepted women to work withhim and
that they were in tune with who he was
though the cultural climate suppressed
women. "He was warnedby theapostles
andothers not to speak to certain women
or not to show themcertain acceptance,"
Blanchhette said, "yet our Lord went
against thatcultural climate."
Onequote from Galatians,he said, is
often used by people who approve of
women as priests. It says, "All baptised
in Christ, youhave all clothed yourself
in Christ and thereare no more distinc-
tions between Jew and Greek, freeman
and slave,male and female." But Blan-
chettc said that equality and unity in
Christ does not mean sameness. "The
Jew and the Greek,one does notbecome
the other because theyare one in Christ
and united in Christ,but they remain
themselves,"he said.
"Through baptism we all share in the
common priesthood of the faithful....
One work or the other does not make
those who arebaptised inChrist superior
to the other," he said.
"
Priests arenot
higher than other people who are
baptised inChrist."
Blanchette feels that there aregiftsnot
just in priesthood. "We should explore
ministry and what women andmen bring
to it," he said.
Karen Barta, assistant professor of
theology, wasa "devil'sadvocate" on the
sideof the opposition."Thereare women
whoare for equalrights in thechurch and
in the society but who do not want
women to become priests," she said,
"because thepriesthood as weknow it is
a male institution." She said that it
would be alien for women to be put into
that system which was "formed and
shapedandbaseduponmale experience."
Barta said that since there is no
definite study ofpriesthood today "there
are a lotof things that aren't really clear... and women don't know what they are
being ordained into."
Barta pointed out that at least half of
the students at S.U. are women, "but
when we refer to humanexperience we
mean male experience.Women's experi-
ence is notappealedto, not thought of as
valid."
Rosaleen Trainor,C.SJ.,professor of
philosophy, compared women's position
in the church to Catholic and blacks'
position in Boston after the Depression.
"On many businesses there were signs
which said, 'No Catholicsneed apply....
Then there were sign, 'No Blacks need
apply.Ithink in the Catholic church
women are seeing the sign, 'No women
need apply for ordination."
"The church did not see themselves
authorized for women toapplyandit was
hoped that theissue would end there,but
it didn't," she said. She said itdidn't end
because not letting women become
priests is sexism, an issue of justice,
therefore thechurch's argumentis irrele-
vantand based onunreasonable grounds.
Trainor said that women have not
always been in the position they are
today. "Women were in leadership roles
before the concept ofpriesthood. As far
asIunderstand priesthooddidn'tbecome
important until the 4th century ... but
from the beginning it was aconcept of
exclusion,"Trainor said.
Patriarchical reasons were used to
exclude women from the priesthood she
said.
Because of these ideologies being
ingrained into the culture,she said, "we
don'treally see what they'redoing."
"The church needs the transforming
power of the feminine," she said, "but
I'm not for ordination if that's where we
stop. In terms of the heirarchy of the
church, ordination is the lowest on the
rank."
John Topel,S.J., academic vice presi-
dent, feels that historical arguments
against women's ordination arc fragile
ones. "What is impossible in one era
becomes possible in the nextbecause of
developmentsin the culture,"Topel said.
"History doesn't determine what can
and can't be of God's providence," he
said. "Once money was not productive
and was considered and evil. Then
conditions changed and money is no
longer evil."
"WhatJesus wasable to say and what
they (people of the Istcentury) wereable
to hear nevertheless had limits inits own
space and time," he said. He said that
what we need todo is "let the Istcentury
revelations speak to the 20th century
reality."
Topel said that he is an oppressed
minority — "Men need to recognize
women's gifts as different.... When they
are excluded,Isuffer."
Katherine Dyckman, S.NJ.M., profe-
ssor of theology, stressed the over-
masculinization of thechurch. She said
that the churchisoverwhelmed my men,
as is exemplified in St.Peter's Basilica,
"where notone woman is there- that's a
symbol of what the churchis."
"As a woman when Ihear Idon't
image Christ, what do Ithink I'm doing
herein the church as a woman religious.
This argument is theologically unten-
able," she said.
"If maleness is exclusive for redemp-
tion," Dyckman said, "then Jesus didn't
incorporate theentire humanrace."
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Growing in a changing church
byShelly Griffin
SpectatorCopyEditor
Evenin gradeschool shecould feelher
call to ministry, see herself serving
people, especially through the church.
She used to play mass with other little
girls and she would be the priest. Even
when her four younger brothers played
she would take the role of the priest.
Only when her older brother joined
would she have to relinquish her posi-
tion.
All of her school years were spentat
Catholic institutions — grade school at
St.Edwards,high school at HolyNames
Academy and college at Seattle Univ-
ersity.Before schoolevery day shewould
walk a mile to go to mass.
Church "was comfortable, it was






why the Catholic Churchis so important
to her."Ilove thechurch andIcan't deny
that," she said. "Now Ihave to take it
apart and find what itis thatIlove.Is it
uniquelyRoman Catholic?"
As achild Ursino-Nance wasattracted
by the mysteryandritualsof the church.
"I was always in to music, loved music
and drama and Iwas a dancer," said
Ursino-Nance. "Andall the drama and the
music in the liturgy attracted me."
She used to have her own song she
madeup for "her" cherry tree to welcome
inspring.Ursino-Nance wouldalsohave
private rituals atLake Washington, cele-
brating nature or dancing with scarves.
"It fit in very well,the liturgy andgoing
to mass, the mystique, the mystery of
God," she said. "I felt close to...Idon't
know ifIwould have said it was God,
but it wasgood whateverIwas feeling."
After the Second Vatican Council in
the early60's,"everyone wasexcited that
the change wouldbegood," saidUrsino-
Nance. But it wasn't until 1964 or 1965
that thechange reallycame toher parish,
St.Edwards. "Actually, it didn't change
fast enoughfor me," said Ursino-Nance.
"Wecould see what thepriest wasdoing
but he was still mumbling his secret
words.... It still didn't feel quite part of
the community."
Starting in the eighth grade and
continuing into high school she played
the guitar andsang in the first folk group
of her parish. "There wasn'treally good
folk music so we would start taking out
meaningful songs from the radio ... and
protest songs," she said. "The pastor
allowed it to happenbut he would never
say that massand wouldn't comenear the
church while the guitars were in the
church.... Some peoplestopped going to
that mass, other people started coming
for thatpurpose."
She remembers making lots of mis-
takes, but there were no classes or
guidelines. But she finally was able to
integrate her dramatic andmusical talents
withher work in thechurch.
In 1973 she helped form St. Edwards
first liturgy committee and later became
the full-time liturgy coordinator. By then
she was married and had her first son.
"That was a lotof growingup real fast,"
she explained. "I always went to mass
andIneverrebelled.Iskipped thatques-
tioning stage that most people go
through inhigh 5ch001....Ihad to leave
some thingsbehind."
As liturgy coordinator shehad to work
withpeople whohadseen hergrow upin
the parish. "It was hard for them to
acceptme as, 'HereIam, an adult now
withideas'."
Itwas during these years that she first
sxperiencedfrustrations with the church
andbegan questioning the hierarchical,
patriarchal structure.
Ursino-Nance feels that one of the
reasons for the problems in thechurch is
thatpriests no longerhave aprivate life.
"They have no time for their own
spiritualor mentalgrowth."
There is also a problem of communi-
cation between the lay people and the
heirarchy of the church. "People are
demanding more priests ... but there
aren't any priests," said Ursino-Nance,
"and if you see how the heirarchy treats
the priests you would understand why
theyarchaving.
"
Priests are also struggling with their
sexuality,she said. "It is not healthy for
them to be living the type of lifestyle "
they are forced to live," she said. At a
workshop last month she was sexually
assaultedby apriest.Because of the way
the situation has been handled she has
had a hard time working with and
trustingpriests since then.
"I've found that theold boysare taking
careofeachother andnotcaringabout the
victim," she said. "I don't think this is
the way Christ would handle the ques-
tion. He would take care of the victim
rather than caring for himself."
She said thateverythingnowis silent
about the assault. "Weallhave lawyers,"
Ursino-Nance remarked. "That's not the
wayIpictured it would be resolved,but
that's the way ithas ended up."
Shehas no idea what the futureholds
for her in thechurch. "I'mconfused," she
said. "I have to try to identify whyI'm
struggling so hard to stay init."
_ . ii- mr BrianRooney/TheSpectatorLisa Ursino-Nance discussed growing up with a changing CatholicChurch.
Teehan chosen Spectator editor
uy Clarke W. Hammersley
SpectatorNewsEditor
If the United Statesbombed Afghan-
istan on Tuesday and the Liberal Arts
Building burned down on the same day,
the Spectator's new editor says he would
choose toplace theL.A.Building's bur-
ning on the front page and put the Af-
ghanistan story somewhere else in the
paper.
That's how next year's new Spectator
Editor, John "Emu" Teehan, perceives
his role as an Editor-in-Chief ofa cam-
pus newspaper. Teehan says the prime
function ofacampus newspaperisnot to
cover international issues per se, but to
cater to the needs of its readers; namely
students, faculty and staff whoaremore
interestedin campus andlocal news.
Teehanalso said that since the Spec-
tator ispublishedby a Catholic univer-
sity, that some stories will also include
religioussubjects as well.
He stressed, however, that even
though his first priority is coverage of
campus and local events, that "that's not
to sayIwant to forget international af-
fairs.Ifamajor national eventoccurs and
nothing of great significance occurs on
campus, then that event wouldappear on
the frontpage."
Butasa rule,Teehan sayshe wantsto
bringback "tradition" to theSpectator.
"I think I'm thebest qualified for the
positionofeditor becauseIthinkIshow-
edGary (Spectator Adviser)and theother
people who pickedme that Icould keep
the tradition of theSpectator running.
WhatImean by tradition is thatI'llbe a
communicator to the staff and student
body," headded.
Teehan said that unlike this year's
Spectator, he plans to take a more
"objective" approach to the news. "Butif
something really important comes up
during the year," said Teehan, "and we,
asa part of the student body,feel strong-
ly about it, then we'll take an advocacy
(continuedonpageseven)
ClarkeW. Hammersley/TheSpectator





John Teehan maybe editor ofnext year's Spectator,but it wasn'teasy for him to get
there. From the start the campaign race was laced with controversy.Problems ranged
from the question of whether President William J. Sullivan, S.J., should be the
publisher of theSpectator, toan unprecedentedre-openingof thecampaign race toallow
another applicantachance for theeditorship.
At first,both Teehanand Lance Tormey were the only ones in the race. Both had
applied for theposition wellbefore March 9, the deadline for applicants. Shortly after
the close of the deadline, however, Allison Westfall applied for the position to the
surpriseof both applicants. At first, Westfall was not accepted by both applicants and
staff alikebecause shehadmissed theoriginal deadline.
Butuponconsideration by nextyear'sSpectatorstaff, Westfall wasacceptedasanew
Continued on page six
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applicant.But still,both TeehanandTormey were unhappyabout her acceptancebecause
theystill considered her application invalid and other members of this year's (old)staff
felt the same.
The new staff then senta letter toall those associated with the Spectatorsaying they
felt they didnotknow Teehanand Tormey wellenough to takeany chances and that tlhe
candidates needed to campaign, in a closed meeting, so they could get a better
understanding ofall threecandidates. Although the new staffhadno decisionas to who
would beeditor,those whodid were sensitive to thenew staffs concerns andapprovedof
their decision.
Lying behind the discontent was the thought that even after all the trouble of
re-opening the editorial race, the trouble of arranging a special campaign meeting, the
trouble of the late applicant, and the final reccomendation by Spectator Adviser Gary
Atkins,Sullivan could still overrule the adviser's recommendation and appoint anyone
he wished.
At the close of winter quarter a selection had not yet been made and the three
candidates had not yet met with Sullivan for a formal interview. But soon after the
beginningofspring quarterall three had met withhim.Sullivan was long in coming to
a decision,however, and finally appointed Teehan as the new editor about two weeks
later.
Well overa month had passedbefore the new staff, Atkins and Sullivan had formally




Entering Loyola Hallfeels like leaving
theSeattleUniversity campus.
The four-story Jesuit residencebuilding
is on the center of the upper campus
mall, and on the outside it looks much
likeany other university residence. But
insideLoyola isan island ofatmosphere
much different from that of the rest of
theuniversity.
This separateness helps to provide a
place of privacy for thepriests who live
inLoyola. A place of privacy and peace
is an important thing in the often hectic
lives of Jesuits, according to Loyola's
minister of the house,Father PatKenny.
Loyola's decor and furnishings are
spotlessand austere, abit likeahospital
ora simple church basement.Rooms are
boxy and done mostly in shades of
off-white or brown. Crucifixes and
landscape paintingshangon many walls.
Quietness prevails. Loyola is a place
where priestsarepriests, wheremen who
are teachers, counselors, administrators
in the working world return to the
unmistakable conditions of the vowsof
the priesthood:amalecommunity, small
cubicles, common dining and shower
rooms. Loyola is the vortex of the
Roman Catholicism of Seattle
University.
Kenny says the lifestyle at Loyola is
much like that of a household;he calls
the 63 residents "very compatible, and
with all the weaknesses of any human
group."
"BeinggoodJesuits,"Kenny says, "we
sharea lot ofdifferences...some people
like Channel 5, other people like
Channel 7."
As house minister,Kenny's job is "to
take care of the material needs of the
Jesuits." He supervises medical attention
and dispenses cigarettes; he counsels
other priests on educational,emotional
and spiritual matters "as another brother
in Christ and another man." He
supervises the food,cars andrecreation of
the Jesuit community.
In addition to beinga residence for the
priests who teach at S.U., Loyola is an
important center of Catholicism in the
entirePuget Sound region.It serves asa
guest house for Church dignitaries
visiting the Seattle area,or arriving in
this country from Asia ~ in the last 10
months,Kenny counts some400 guests.
The bishops of Japan, Australia, the
Philippinesand Polandhave all stayedin
Loyola.
The priests who live in Loyola, both
those affiliated with S.U.and those who
are not, are involved ina vast array of
missions andprojects.
Father Raymond Talbot works with
Native Americans in Seattle. Father
Michael Kelliher,a criminologist, is an
often-consulted authority on the use of
the polygraph or "lie detector." Father
James Royce is a successful author of
several books on alcoholism, and is
involved in aidprograms for alcoholics.
Father Phillip Lucid,an attorney, does
not teach at S.U., but lives in Loyola
and works as a legal researcher for the
United States court system. Lucid is
currently employed by the ChiefFederal
District Judge of Western Washington;
Loyola provides a quiet and
inconspicuous place for his high-level
work.
For the past three years, Loyola has
housed a small infirmary for elderly
Jesuits, most of which have some
backgroundin the Seattle area.
Brother Michael Donovan,currently a
resident of the infirmary, served in the
Navy and did Mission work' with
Blackfoot Indians in Montana. After
suffering a stroke, he moved into
Loyola. "They take good care of you in
Loyola," he says. Donovan plans to
study computers during the next year --
lie taught typing in high school ~ and
says he wants to try for a job at the new
jnginecring and computer science
building S.U.is constructing.
Father George Seaver, whocame to the
infirmary two months ago,says that his
pulmonary and nervous system
iifficullies stem from exposure toAgent
Drangeas achaplain in Vietnam. Seaver
served as a colonel in the Army from
1953 to 1975. He also taught at
Bcllarmine High School inTacoma, and
:oached football,baseball andbasketball.
During his two year-long tours in
Vietnam, he travelled with an "adviser
group." "I had pretty much my own
:hopper," he says, "and the ever-present
jeep." He noticed "balance trouble"
several years ago; in 1983, he was
screened for Agent Orange poisoning,
and found that he had it, along with at
least 20,000other Americans.
Seaver grew up on Capitol Hill,and
says that "moving into Loyola was like
coming home." Donovan and Seaver
both said they appreciated the
opportunity to reside ina community of
Jesuits, their peers, as opposed to a
nursing home with patientsof different
backgrounds.
Ramona Carnaje,R.N., was hired by
the S.U. Jesuit Community in 1983.
She took charge of the infirmaryoffice
for treating the Jesuits' medical needs,
andexpandedthe infirmary's function to
houseup to seven patientsat a time. She
agrees that it is important that, in
Loyola,"the Jesuits cangrow oldamong
their own milieu; they can.go to their
own religious functions and eat
together."
"Thenursebecomes mother and family
to those in the infirmary," Carnajc says.
She tries to "put ahome atmosphere into
the place," to keep it from becoming
"just another institution."
As well as supervising the infirmary's
staff of eight workers,Carnajc arranges
outings and recreation for the patients,
such as their trip to theSpaceNeedle for
dinner last Christmas. Born in North
Dakota,Carnaje adds a vital,lovingand
common-sense atmosphere to her end of
the hallway on Loyola's second floor.
"I'd like to take them all fishing
sometime," she says,but thereare some
limitations. . .we did take them out to
the pier once to talk to the fishermen,"
shesays.
Loyola Hall's privacy is highly valued
and protected. Students come in only
with an invitation or appointment.
Kennysays there has been some talk of
having an openhouse,but this does not
seem likely in the near future. There is
an invitationalpizzaandbeer night held
onceayear,during which some students
can find out a little about what it's like
to be a priest; "everything you always
wanted to know about the Jesuits, but
were afraid to ask," is how Kenny
describes the event.
BrianRooney/TheSpectator
Joseph McGowan, S.J. enjoys a stroll in Loyola
Hall's courtyard before lunch. Loyola has it's own






utive director ofRhode Island'sPlanned
Parenthood chapter,wasexcommunicated c
from the Catholic Church last May for (
her pro-abortion work she joinedahost
ofothers whohave taken the same side. i
Published in a local newspaper, Sor-
*
rentino,42, said, "If you take every
Catholic woman whoeverygave another
woman $10 to help get an abortion,
"
every husband whoknew,every doctor,
every nurse,every politician who voted
for choice ... well,there's a lotof self- l
excommunicants inmychurch." J
"It's an issue where
Catholics tend to go
berserk."
Sorrentino was excommunicated
because of her work supporting abortion.
Besides that, her daughter, Louisa, was
denyed the sacrament of confirmation
when she would not disavow her
mother's pro-choiceleanings.
"The threat to deny the s: amentofa
child of a woman in the abortion clinic... notone woman can justify the abuse
of my child,"said Sorrentino.
Although Sorrentinohas beenexpelled
from the church of her choice, she plans
to appeal. "I have no intention of not
fighting," she said.
"My canon lawyer is working on the
documentation for the next step," said
Sorrentino. He "wouldnot have thought
of me as guilty of an excommunicable
offense in my position... thereare very
few of us (Catholics) who have not
given aid to someone (seeking an abor-
tion)."
Her canon lawyer,Father Coriden,in
Washington, D.C., could not be con-
tacted.
While Sorrentino said many Catholics
are in conflict with the church, others
believe the chance to communicate is
near.
"Possibly the issue is ripe for discus-
sion," said Dan Maguire, professor of
moral theology at Marquette University.
Although "it's an issue where Catholics
tend togoberserk."
Not toolong agoMaguirehad advised
Catholic congresspcople(Geraldine Fer-
raro, among them) on abortion. He
became associated with the subject to the
point where a number of Catholic univ-
ersity's postponed his lectures. "My
viewson abortion was the reason whyI
was turned down," he said. Since then
BostonCollege has invited himback.
And what about Sorrentino's faith? "I
feel thatIam more Catholic than ever,"
she said. "Myexperiencehasbroughtme
closer to the church because of the
outreach of other Catholics."
Controversy over process




by Lance R. Tormey
Spectator Arts/Entertainment Editor
Ithappenedonce before in 1968, the
student government at Seattle Pacific
University forced the closure of the
campus newspaper. On May 7 it hap-
penedagain, theFalcon wascloseduntil
further notice.
The student senate held a special
session to stop additional funding to the
Falcon ($900) in order to continue
publishinguntil theend of the year. The
motion wasmade after theFinanceBoard
at S.P.U. had learned that the student
publication had a $2,700-3,000 budget
overrun.
Yet according to Adam Marin, the
editor of the Falcon, the decision toclose
the newspaper wasbased upon evidence
"that was presented in such a negative
fashion (to the S.P.U. senate) that ifI
hadheard the figures they weregivingI
would have voted theway theydid too.
Marin said that the proposed
$2,700-3,000 deficit was based on
figures received before revenues were
collected from the advertising depart-
ment, which could decrease the size of
the deficit by more than 75 percent.
"Last year's Falcon collected $1,700 (of
its $4,500 deficit) over the summer,"
saidMarin.
"We talked to Adam a month before
this happened and told him that it (the
budgetoverrun) iscomingrealclose, and
that he needed to cut back," said David
Fortune,presidentofAssociated Students
of Seattle Pacific. But Marin wasn't told
of the possible com- plications that
couldresult if thebudget was turned into
a deficit. Fortune said that he didn't
explain the implications of overspending
at the start of the yearand that the ASSP
as a whole "kind of dealt with the
problemasit cameup."
May 7 the senate dealt with the
problem. Nelson Vandcr Vate, ASSP
vice president of finance,proposed the
following motion to the finance board
two days before the closure: "Mr.
Chairman,Imove that all unbudgeted
revenue from Falcon adver- Using be
depositedin theFalcon account.Ifurther
move that ASSP continue to pay Falcon
staff salaries, and that we cease
publication of the Falcon for the
1985-86 school year."He added, "There
willbe no moreFalcons."
The "unauthorized (unfunded) edition
of the Falcon was published May 12,
five days after Vander Vate said there
were going tobe "no more Falcons."But
before the "unauthorized edition" was
published Marin felt that tensions
between the ASSP and the Falcon had
been building since the startof the year.
"I just feel like this year's student
government... we are certainly not the
most friendlypartners,and theycertainly
did not valueus."
Marin added that he did not feel that
the paper had been negative in reporting
the news. "We've just called a spade a
spade. And if we fcalt that they did
somethinggoodwesaidso."
But Fortune feels differently. He said
that the problem "is that the issues that
we thoughthad beenarealpositive thing
for the students theyreported on,but the
issues that they dis- agreed with us on
have all been cdi- torials." Andhe said
that the "opionions in the editorials have
been anti-ASSP"
Fortune added that he felt it was too
bad that the newspaper was the only
account to gooverbudgetbecause "they
have raisedmore revenue thanany other
Falconever has, they'vecollected more,
but there is still that problem of
collecting all of it."
What does the future look like for the
Falcon? Marinand his staff plan to keep
the editions on the stands bypaying for
the publication costs out of their own
pockets.And students canplan to see the
Falcon on the stands next year, with a
new budget from ASSP.
LorretaMorgan, editor for the 86-87
school year (and a senator on ASSP
which votedagainst the closure) said that
she hopes to improve communication
with the ASSP and find ways to work
with them. Yet she also feels that she is
"walkingon eggshells." "Ifeel that next
year Iwant to approach the situation
(concerning editorials, opinions, etc.)
very carefully, but yetIfeel that our
responsibility is if there is something
wrong we should handle it in our
editorials."
She added that the refusalof additional
money for publication shows how
important it is to "get our funding away
from student government." Morgan and
thepresidentof ASSPboth agree thatby
receiving funding from another source
tensions would be eased. "We cannot
operate as the Fourth Estate," said
Morgan, "when the student government
isholdingour pursestrings."
LanceR.Tormey/The Spectator
Adam Marin and Loretta Morgan, editor and Business Manager ot
theSeattlePacificUniversity studentnewspaper, TheFalcon are working




David Ellinger, imitating Talking Headsperformer David Bryne, led
his group toa $100 first place with their performance in last Friday's air
band competition.
'86-'87 editor pick
continued from page 5
approach and try to promote a change
throughour stories.
At the same time, however, Teehan
said he wants to try toseparateobjective
news from opinion stories. He said he
would like to see news on the front page
most of the time while most issues sup-
portedby the Spectator staff willappear
in theopinion section of thepaper.
He stressed thatnews inall sections of
the paper will always be objective and
consistent in format and that each indi-
vidual editor of each section will be
responsible for this.
"I'm going to rely on my editors to
oversee their own sections and to come
up with their own ideas," said Teehan.
"But, asEditor,Ihave tomake sure that
each section's stories, graphics, and
layout allremain consistent.
"That means that all stories have to
conform to APstyle (generally accepted
writing style of the Associated Press, a
style used by most newspapers in the
U.S.),all pageshave aconsistent layout
with standing heads ("News," "Sports,"
"Features," "Religion," etc. section head-




section in the Spectator will be the
Features section. This section will have
three sub-sections consisting of Feature,
Arts& Entertainment and Fashion. The
chief section.editor will be Lance Tor-
mey, who will oversee the sub-section
editors,VickiSimons,Fashion;and Lisa
Banks, Arts& Entertainment.
If thereare anydiscrepancies concern-
ing consistency or subject matter in
these sections, said Teehan, then the
problem will be taken to himself for
evaluation.
Teehan said thesekinds of ladder-like
sections and positions will serve as a
kind of "check andbalancing" system to
better insure stability in the paper. All
other sections will report to Managing
Editor, Allison Westfall who, in turn,
willreport toTeehan.
Because the Spectator has recently
acquired anew computersystem,Teehan
said he will be able to publish the papei
on Wednesdays instead of Thursdays
now. He said that because the new sys-
tem will enable him to cut out the time
and cost of sending stories to a type-
setter, he will be able to save a day in
the publication process.But because the
new system cost approximately $10,000,
Teehan said he willprobably notbe able
topull the Spectator out of debt while
he isin charge.
"Now that we're able to do our own
typesetting," saidTeehan, "we'll beable
to save quite a bit of money because
we'll becuting out the middle man. Bu
we're going to be quite a few thousanc
dollars in the holenextyear. We're at the
point where we have to ask "Do we
really need to go color? Do we have
enoughmoney to put out 20pages?1
"
AlthoughTeehan is facing alarge debt
next year, he believes advertising reve-
nue, coupled with the $17,000 already
budgeted for the Spectator, will be
enough to publish "A paper designedfor
all facets of the Seattle University
community."
He stressed that he would notbe able
to produce such a paper if not for his





Faith without questioning is dead
Every religion, like every political system,needs to have the courage and the strength to
periodically examine itself. The saying that security equals boredom, equals stagnation,
equalsdeath,applies toreligionas wellas topeople.
Too often, we allow our religious cxpcrcnces to become nothing more than a moral
habit.Our dialogue with the Almighty is slowly turned intonothing more thanaone hour
weeklymumbling in the church of our choice. We shift uncomfortably on a pew,as aman W *
remindsus of our spritual duty and ends up asking us to donate to thecause. The hour M
over,we leave the church,mosque,synagogue, temple,etc. and escape once againback to / J
the morepleasant realities oflife in20thcentury America. L >j^^
Of course, this is not tosay that everyone issuffering from moral lassitude,only that to i Mk
many people ,religion has become a habit instilled by parents, country of origin and fcv^ mL
ethnic group.It is when religionhas lost its overriding sprilual imporUincc that it becomes
ahazard tomankind. "^,
We all know how far peoplecan go in distorting God's word.The mass suicide which . \_ Jm
occurcd at Jonestown is still a terrible memory in all our minds. The storiesofRajnecsh's V.
<"i**^^. AmRollsRoycesand otherexamplesof his excessive wealthhave already passedintomodern
social legend.Both examples arc of course spritualexaggerations.Yet wecan discover in >^
these religiousdisastersa lesson,albeitremoved,for all religious-mindedpeople.
Religion without periodic self-examination runs a danger of sliding into smug Tl
complacency. Sacred teachings arca constantsourceof guidance to usall. Yet weneed to H^^. _
carry the teachings of our churches and mosques into 1986. The issue that I raise, H^^.
iherefore.is not an appealfor blatant change in any of our particular religious structures. >". AThis isnotanappeal for dimc-a-dozeniconolasls. —^> . Am
Ralhcr,Iwouldhope that all religious-minded peoplecan come to the realization that "\ g4W
social change is a necessary clement in a dynamic church. Religious expcrcncc docs not B>- , AW
mean static expcrcncc "w "^mtmWfmW
All religions change with the times; for example, the New Testament teaching on jkB^^ I
slavery wouldhardly beconsidered appropriatein 1986. There arc issues that should be HftT 'Sm*moßm>mJm\ fa^fek. /
addressed.Moslems should take a longhard look at the intolerable role most women in fe^fe*. m
Islamarc forced to live in. Their lack of education and denialof equal rights needs to be \ AM
addressed. Hindus and Sikhs should stop their internecine slaughter of each other.
" A Wr
Chrisu'ans should rccvalule someof their currently acceptedsocial teachings. A W
The easiest thing in the world would be to condemn social change, to ratllc off the old TAW - *-— .^ W
plataludc about, "it was good enough for my fathcr,it's good enough for inc." Yet »1 H^.. W
ultimately, if wehope to grow closer to the Almighty, we must look in our own hearts W A mm^A
and ask if we arc in touch with that mysterious spirit whichmoves usall.If not, if wearc WF Am
merely going through the motions of being religious for habits' sake, if we arc leading y AM
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Challenge of Peace
S.U.Nuclear Weapons Free Zone mandatory
by Gary Chamberlain and George
Kunz
SpectatorContributors
In "Shoah," the monumental nine-
hour documentary of Nazi concentration
camps now showing in Seattle, an
Americanpolitical scientist observes that
the Nazis really invented nothing new.
All the regulations, rules and laws that
led to the persecution and extinction of
millions of Jews had been built up
laboriously in the course of Western
civilization.
Opinion
All that the Nazisadded to the earlier
"solutions" to the Jewish question,
namely conversion to Christianity or
expulsion from Christian life, were the
inventions of how to carry out the
"final" solution in the furnaces and gas
chambers of Dachau, Auschwitz,
Treblinkaandother deathcamps.
As we sit in comfort, looking at the
same world45 years later, we wonder at
the steps now inplaceand developments
yet to come asEastandWestprepare for
another "final" solution- the destruction
ofone another innuclear furnacesor the
agonizing debilitation caused by wasted
moments, energies, billions of dollars
and creativity devoted to these nuclear
radiation andblast chambers.
Auschwitz or Treblinka or other towns
where death camps were built? And
when we begin to understand the new
preparations which our nuclear bu-
reaucracy develops, what will we do?
In what ways are we called uponby
humanconcern and the Christian gospel
to work against thedevelopment, testing
and deploymentof such weapons to pre-
vent any future holocausts? to answer
now the question of Nuremberg: who is
responsible?
In 1983, the U.S. Roman Catholic
bishops used the principles of the just
war ethic tocondemn the use of nuclear
weapons in anycounter-population war-
fare, in theinitiation of nuclear war and
in alimitednuclear war.
In that pastoral letter on war and
peace, "The Challenge of Peace," the
bishopsprefaced their conclusions witha
number of important perspectives, re-
flectinganawareness of the "new"moral
questions posedby nuclear weaponsand
deterrence. They state:
"Todaythedestructivepotentialof the
nuclear powers threatens the human
person, the civilization we have slowly
constructed and even the created order
itself.
"Today the possibility for placing
politicaland moral limits on nuclear war
are so minimal that the moral task, like
the medical,is prevention: as a people,
we must refuse to legitimate the idea of
nuclear war
"We believe it is necessary for the
nuclear superiority mustbe rejected; 3)
deterrence is a step on the way toward
progressivedisarmament
These criteria produce the following
conditions for deterrence: a) preventing
the development and deployment of
destabilizing weapons systems; b)
ensuring that more sophisticated com-
mandandcontrol systems do notbecome
mere hair triggers for automatic launch
on warning, and c) preventing the
proliferationof nuclear weapons.
of de-linking from all forms of
nuclearism. Against the background of
such considerations, it is necessary to
view theactivitiesofcitizens and groups
that are seeking by symbolic and
non-violent action todisruptpreparations
for nuclear war, especially those
deployments, such as of the Trident
system, that incline policy in a
first-strike direction."
Suchactions range from letter writing
to civil disobedience and tax resistance.
"...the petition to declare S.U. a Nuclear-Weapons Free
Zone symbolizes the kind of action which stems directly
from the American bishops' cry to 'build a barrier against
the concept of nuclear war* ..."
Can we afford to watch as these
instruments of destruction continue to
dot our landscapeson the averageof 600
for each state in the UnitedStates alone?
In "Shoah" (meaning annihilation), the
local people talk of watching the trains
"escorting"Jews to their certain deaths,
while theNazibureaucracycontinued to
buildmore efficient anddeadly means of
total extermination.
Now we ask how much we know of
the "White Trains" and nuclear missile
motor trains which traverse back and
forth across the country to Bangor,
Washington, or SouthCarolina carrying
first-strike weapons of undreamed de-
structivepower?
Seattle's Archbishop Raymond
Hunthausen has called the Trident system
at Bangor "the Auschwitz of Pugct
Sound." And as "Shoah" reminds us,
Auschwitz was not just a death camp,
buta townpopulatedby ordinary human
beings who saw the preparations for the
camp taking place and who gradually
realized what those preparations led to.
Are we not like those citizens of
sake of prevention to build a barrier
against the concept of nuclear war as a
viable strategy for defense. Thereshould
be clear public resistance to the rhetoric
of "winnable" nuclear wars,or unrealistic
expectations of "surviving" nuclear
exchanges, and strategies of "protracted
nuclear war.
"Weoppose such rhetoric. We seek to
encourage a public attitude which sets
stringent limits on the kind of actions
our own government and other
governments will take onnuclearpolicy
(emphasisadded)."
The bishops then take up the question
of the American deterrence system. With
great reservations, they hesitantly reach
the following judgment: "These con-
siderations. . .lead us to a strictly
conditioned moral acceptanceofnuclear
deterrence. We cannot consider it ade-
quateas a long termbasis for peace."
The criteria ofsuchacceptance are: 1)
proposals whichgobeyonddeterrence to
planning for prolonged periods of
repeatednuclear strikesandcounterstrikes
are not acceptable; 2) the quest for
Specifically, the bishops oppose
first-strike weapons andproposals which
blur the difference between nuclear and
conventional weapons. Among other
suggestions, they call for immediate,
bilateral, verifiable agreements to halt
the testing,production and deployment
of new nuclear weapons systems;
bilateraldeepcuts innucleararsenals; the




development and deployment of
first-strike weapons,suchas theMX and
Trident Imissiles, and weapons which
blur the nuclear/conventionaldistinction,
suchas thecruise missile, the refusals to
follow the Sovietlead in averifiable test
ban, the refusal to negotiate a com-
prehensive test ban treaty, the de-
velopment of more sophisticated com-
mand and control centers, and the
increasedpreparations for yetnew,more
accurate first-strike weapons, we must
begin to ask whether almost three years
later the "conditions" under which
deterrence was morally acceptable have
notbeen violated.
As Cardinal Joseph Bernardin of
Chicago indicated when on the Seattle
University campus, the bishops
themselves have formeda committee to
re-evaluate their 1983 statement.
In addition, at the end of April, the
bishops of theUnitedMethodist Church,
following the guidelines of the Roman
Catholic bishops' letter,condemned the
deterrence system.
In light of these judgments and our
own consciences, we as citizens search
for ways todo what wecan to make sure
that there are no more "annihilations,"
no future "final solutions," by
challenging the preparations for those
events.
International lawyer Richard Falk,
speakinginNuremberg 40yearsafter the
famous trials, spoke directly to the
questionof citizenactions:
"The case for societal initiatives is
especially strong. There seems to beno
otherpathby which the governmentcan
be made to confine its policies to the
constraints of (international) law,
especially when itcomes to theprocess
But some form of action becomes
increasingly necessary as negotiations
stall and first-strike nuclear systems are
developed.
At S.U. several educational efforts
have already taken place over the past
several years. At this point, the petition
to declare S.U.aNuclear-WeaponsFree
Zone symbolizes the kind of action
which stems directly from the American
bishops' cry to "build a barrier against
the concept of nuclear war" and from
Richard Falk's call for "symbolic and
non-violent action to disruptpreparations
for nuclear war." For thoseconceptsand
preparations begin and rest in people's
minds andhearts.
We begin with education. For in the
bishops' words, "To teach the ways of
peace is not to weaken the nations will
but to be concerned for the nations
soul."
And we build upon an international
effort to develop nuclear-weapons free
zones. Recently Chicagobecame sucha
zone, and on April 27 the mayor of
Vancouver, 8.C., joined thousands of
people walking for peace in celebrating
Vancouver's nuclear-weaponsfree status.
So there are great grounds for hope.
Hope in the 50,000 marching for peace
inVancouver! Hope in there-evaluation
of deterrence policy by the Roman
Catholic bishops! Hope in the Meth-
odist bishops' condemnation of the
deterrence system! Hope in the over
1,000signaturescollected at S.U.on the
Nuclear-Weapons Free Zone petition!
Hope in the courageous actsof protestat
nuclear arsenals around the country!
Hope in the manybills now in Congress
calling for negotiations on a
comprehensive testban treaty! Hope in
the thousands of symbolic and effective
acts taken by citizens around the country
to rid us not only of the danger of
nuclear weapons but also of the mental
trap of nuclearism, hiding volcanic
destruction beneath a placid landscape of
"national security."
And a hope that all peoples will join
in whatever way possible to create a
worldfree of anAuschwitz andaMinute
Man,free of aTreblenka andaTrident11,
free ofa Dachauandan MX,and free of
theneed foi Nuremberg11.
"To teach the ways of peace is not to weaken the nations
will but to be concerned for the nations soul."
PageNine/May 22,1986/The Spectator
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Ihave been asked toaddress some of
the contemporary issues within our
Church today; among such issues are
married priests,artificial birth control,
women in the priesthood, etc....
However, to confront these issues, we
need toput them into perspectiveas part
of a far greater crisis within our
Church-for it is while shedding some
light on this crisis that we hope to
alleviate someof the frustration over the
contemporaryissueslisted-or at least to
bring these discrepanciesinto focus..-
Opinion
Our Church today is facinga crisisof
identity and truth. We are being
bombardedby a wave ofboth humanism
and secularization. Humanism—because
we have begun todescend to thedepths
ofour humanity and notto ascend to the
heights of Christ. Secularization
-because we have begun to conform to
the ways of this world and not to be
transformed to the ways ofJesus Christ.
We are becoming increasingly less
dependenton our Creator andmore and
more dependent on our humanity. It is
with our talents, our abilities, and our
reasoning power that many of us are
confronting the controversial issues
withinour Church today. Though these
issues at hand are good and valid,Ifeel
the majority of our time and effort
should be concentrated on the more
critical crisis. What is wrong withusing
our God-given abilities? Theanswer is,
there isnothing wrong;at least if weare
being theinstruments of God's will and
not our own. We as a Church should
seek conformity to God's ways and not
our own ways-for we arenot above the
ways of our Master and we have been
called to follow our Lord— not to show
God the way. The fullness of our
humanity yearns to do the will of our
Creator. We live not so much for this
world as we live to be united both in
bodyand inspirit withour God.
SeattleUniversity is responding to the
challenge of daring to be different by
separatingitself from the secular. As we
can see, S.U. is boldly taking steps to
preserve its identity by continuing the
tradition of a Baccalaureate Mass; by
expressing its faith bothphysically and
spiritually; by rising to the heights of
the cross which hangs distinctly over
several buildings oncampus. S.U.also
rises to the challenge by the
incorporation of the studiesof our Lord
JesusChrist while maintaining academic
excellence. We see that S.U. has taken
these stepsand many more, united with
Campus Ministry, for the reason that
God has called us to come out of the
world and be separate. As S.U.
continues toberenewed and transformed,
it brings forth the light of Christ and
placesit highupon the lampstand for the
city and the world to see.
This world ispassing by,and ifwe put
our hopeand faith in the temporal things
of this world (i.e.greed, fame, power,
material things,and the pleasures of the
flesh), we will only yearn for more, yet
never be satisfied. It is when we begin
to look toour Lord that webegin to feel
a sense of satisfaction. "Blessed are
those who hunger and thirst for
righteousness, for they shall be
satisfied." (Matthew 5:6) As we (the
Church) search for answers with apure
heart, before our Creator, we empty
ourselves of our own interest and
ambitions to ascend to the heights of
Christ. For we trust in the Lord withall
ofour heart and we lean not on our own
understanding as our Lord directs our
path. (Proverbs3:5)
S.U.has taken adecisive stand, for it
is a university with less than SO percent
Catholic enrollment. Because of this,
we see that some peopleare offended.
But as Christians and as Catholics, we
must seek to please Godand not merely
to please mankind. For it we begin to
listen to human reasoning before
listening to our Maker, we thenbegin to
descend to thelevelof the creaturerather
than to ascend to the heights of our
Creator. (Romans 1:25) It would be as
if a mother were listening to the advice
of her child while bringing thechild to
the doctor for a shot. Though we should
never seek thediscomfort of anyof those
students enrolled, our commitment to
Christ challenges us to maintain our
high standards for a Christ-centered
curriculum. Do we then refuse the
challengeChristhas putbeforeus for the
satisfaction of the majority? As
Catholics, we believe we know the
surest(butbyno means the only) way of
salvation, and with this warehouse of
faith can we go on tearing down old
grain storehouses only to build new
ones? (Please see Luke 12:16-21) Or do
we take this wealth of faith to a thirsty
and starving world? "For the day is
coming andIwill senda famine in the
land,nota famine of breadora thirst for
water,Butrather for hearing the wordsof
the Lord." (Amos 8:11) This world is
hungry and we have a warehouse that is
filled. This world is blindand we have
the eyes that they seek as we look
through theeyesof Christ.
In summary, the very crucifix that
hangs in so many of our classrooms is a
constant reminder of the challenge that
lies before us...to deny ourselves...(to)
take up the cross and follow our Lord.
(Mark8:34) Itisour foundation andour
identity that are being challengedby the
indoctrination ofhuman ideologies when
we neglect the call to ascend to the
heights of Christ. However, it is when
we (the Church) put on the mind of
Christ through therenewal of our minds,
then and only then,can we confront the
controversial issues within the Church
head on.
God is present inus and the church
by Joseph McGowan
Spectator Contributor
Ihave experiencedpain inmy Church.
Iam anAfro-American male;our Church
is culturally oriented to themiddle-aged
Irish and German male communities. I
am, primarily, intuitive in my way of
knowing; my Church emphasizes the
rational. Iwant the Church to be
directed by local communities united in
promoting social, political, and
economic justice for all; the Church is
seeking to survive and grow while-
preparing its members to live
well-adjusted lives in American society.
MyChurch isnotorientated towards my
needs, strengths,hopes,or dreams.
Opinion
Why stay? I believe in its
philosophical and theological direction.
God has placed me in this Church. I
experienceGod here.
In its traditions and writings, my
Church holds that human beings are
basically good. So do I. Ichoose, for
my spiritual growth and well-being, to
think that the Universe is laden with
blessings for us all,and thatIcome to
know and love my God through being
known and loved, and knowing and
loving others.
These beliefs differ from popular
American Christianity: we are corrupt
and need the constant saving grace of
Christ; we are put here to work and our
success is a visible signof God's love;
our effortsandresources are to beused to
bringother people to Jesus Christ.
Ibelieve that God is present in our
Christian communities;Ibelieve God is
present in every person. Ibelieve God
makes Her/His presence felt where two
or three arc gatheredwhochoose toshare
their lives and their substance with each
other in continuing the building up of a
world where weall share theblessingsof
mehereandIexperienceGod's presence
here. What leads me to think that God
speaks to me? The phrase might seem
pretentious but the experienceis neither
peculiar nor extraordinary— such
conversation is experiencedby all who
wish it. Such conversation is the fruit
of our prayer life, which is both gift of
God through our families and through
the direction of guides God sends
us~men and women who touch us with
our Universe in ways that are
apprehended as appropriate by each
individual under the direction of her/his
inner being.
Salvation,then,is not the rewardof a
hard-working Christian life;it is thegift
of God to all humankind at the moment
of our birth. lam happiest withpeople
who view life and salvation in this
fashion.
Istay becauseIknow Godhas placed
their gentle listening, their love of self
and humankind, their modelling
affirming speech, open listening, and
life-affirming values--and the result of
personal labors under the direction of
those guides. Guides arc available to all
who seek them. The labors, while
demanding and, at times,painful, are
simply partof learning to listen to the
God within.
Through prayer,we discover andlearn
"My Church is not orientated towards my needs, strengths,
hopes, or dreams."
to follow the God within. God's
presence is revealed within our feelings
of well-being which we call peace and
joy. These feelings are God's gifts
which come as we choose to unite
ourselves with apower that loves us in
our seeking to live according to the
design for our lives that we discover
within ourselves. These gifts are,
finally, whyIstay in the Church, for





Back in the dark ages, whenIfirst
entered this institute of higher learning,
Iwas what one would call an agnostic.
That is,one who is not sureabout the
existence of God and refrains from
judgment.
Furthermore,Iwas a tolerant agnostic.
Very tolerant, whenIlook back.WhenI
came across the fervent belief, or
disbelief,of the idea of God, Itreated
both sidesasequally valid. After all,the
whole matter is subjective and relative,
isn't it? Usually, this attitude is
accompanied by an apathy towards
further inquiry. God, by definition,
makes no sense (more on this later). So
if the whole ideamakes no sense, why
bother with it?
Commentary
LikeIsaid,Iused to be really tole-
rant.
No longer. Orperhaps tolerant is the
wrongword to use. MaybeIshould just
say thatIcan't be apathetic toward the
idea anylonger.
Here's why.
Godcan't beproven. Onthe contrary,
theidea of Godcan beeasily disproven.
Very easily. Here's just one example.
God given that He has to have created
all,must be infinite. But that which is
infinite has no limits,no specific num-
ber of attributes, no finite particulars.
And to be nothing inparti- cular is not
to exist.
SoifGod is infinite, hecan't exist.
To accept the concept of an infinite
God is to deny the law of identity.
Accepting theinfinite Godis the same as
saying that that which has no identity
exists. Inother words, "Not A"= "A.
One might say then that God exists
apart from reality, apart from the uni-
verse. But the universe,by definition,is
everything that exists.There isno "out-
side" of theuniverse,because if itexists,
thenit is partof the universe,(therefore
finite,therefore not infinite,therefore not
God).
The favorite problem of theologians
and the major problem that keepsmost
agnostics from beingatheists,is theidea
of first cause. If all that exists must
have acreator, then, say the theologians,
everythingmust have been created by a
primecreator,God.
But the very ideaof afirst cause for all
existence that is outside of existence
contradicts itself. If the cause exists,
then it is part of existence. If it is "out
of existence," then it doesn'texist and
can'tbeacause.
Within existence, (a redundancy be-
cause existence is all that existsand there
is no "without" of existence), the
specific, finite forms of existence may
change according to the laws of its
nature, but the very fact that it exists
can't change.
Bydemandingafirst causein the form
of a prime creator, the problem is only
pushedback. What created the creator?
It isn't necessary to call for a prime
creator to explain existence. Existence
exists by its very nature. Again,the law
of identity. "A"="A." Existence exists.
This fact is an irreducible primary that
leaves noroom for the infinite regression
of creators creating creators and all of
the corresponding contradictions that are
inherent in the ideaof God.
Contradictionpileduponcontradiction
is built into the idea of God. Take for
example the idea that God isomniscient
and omnipotent. If He is omniscient,
that means He knows all,past,present
and future. Ifhe knows the future, then
thefuture ispreordained.
But if the future is preordained, then
howcanGodbecalledomnipotent?
For instance, can God create a knot
that he cannot untie? Can He create a
mountain thathe cannotclimb? Can He
createa weight thathe cannot lift? And
soon.
Thepoint is that contradiction makes
faithnecessaryin order toaccept theidea
of God. Most theologians will agree
with that True, the only way to accept
contradictions is through faith.
But what is faith?
In order for an idea to be rationally
accepted,itmustpossess threeattributes.
1) It must be fully defined; 2) One
must know the reasons that validate it;
3) Most important, onemustnever close
the idea off from further rational
questioning.
Faith is the acceptanceof ideas with-
outrationalproof, (again,aredundancy).
The ideaofGod with themultitude of its
inherent contradictions can'tberationally
accepted. It can'tbe fully defined,de-
finitions limit the infinite nature of the
idea.
One can'tknow the reasons that
validate it, there are none, the
contradictions immediately invalidate the
concept. (A corollary to the law of
identity is thatcontradictions can't exist.
"A"cannot equal "Not A.")
But finally, what faith does is hold
ideas as exempt from further rational
questioning. Faith demands acceptance
withoutproof,a demandthatessentially
closes the system. One can't further
question the idea.
Though theologians do, at times,
seem to call for questioning, the nature
of the call is that of the evasion of
reality.
Think about it. Since the only way to
accept God, with all its contradictions,
with the utter lack of any kind of proof
whatsoever,what they are really asking
is that you question by avoiding the
question.
They arereally asking you to think by
avoiding thinking,and for some the idea
is to replace the inevitable vacuum with
their own thinking. It's not only: "Stop
thinking,"but also: "Think our way."
Indeed, the idea of God can't be ra-
tionally proven. Hence, faith. The ac-
ceptanceof an idea, any idea, without
proof, invalidates the entire system. By
accepting oneidea on faith,one accepts
that ideas canbe valid on faith,without
proof. Therefore: a.)anything goes, and
b.)no onecanbe sureofanything.
The reason that "anything goes" is
that the implicit idea behind faithis that
an idea,nomatter howcontradictory itis
by its very nature, can exist if it is
believed to exist. Thehiddenidea is that
this wayof thinking, (or rather, evasion
of thinking), demands that the universe
be chaotic,contradictions exist,and that
it is impossible to be sure of anything
(includingGod).
Faith, then, can only be seen as
destructive,especially when what one is
called on to accept is contradictory by
nature.
This is an intellectual vacuum that
leaves all who accept it prey to any
demagogue with the charisma to step
into the void.
Hence Pat Roberts, Jesse Jackson,
Ronald Reagan, Ayatollah Khomeini,
and for that matter,Hitler,Stalin and a
host of charismatic leaders throughout
history. No charismatic leader has the
power to control someone who is sure
throughreason.
But it is quite open for anyone
possessing a modicum of charisma to
control those who have rejected reason
through faith. Faith amounts to an
intellectual default. By denying the ra-
tional ammunition to combat the dema-
gogue, it becomes possible for such
evils tohave existed.
A demagoguecan't commit suchevils
unless hehas convinced others to follow
him. Faith unmistakably allows this to
happen.
Faith is theabdication ofreason. It is
the evasion of reality and an evasion of
the fact that existenceexists.
It is still a choice, however, just as
one can choose to drive hot irons into
one's eyes. To accept ideas on faith,
without proof, is to choose to reject
reason, to purposefullyblind oneself.
But as previously stated, the ac-
ceptanceof faith as equally valid com-
pared to reason makes the universe
chaotic andunknowable.
Thatcan'tbe. A chaotic universe can't
exist. Without order, there is no form.
However,if one accepts that this is a
chaotic universe in which we live,one
must logically deny the existenceof the
universe andexistence itself.
At which point one must ask, how
could the questionhave beenaskedin the
firstplace? Itisan erroronpar with the
statement, "No one can be sure of
anything." The statement, being an
absolute,invalidates itself.
The universe is orderly, it is possible
to know and be sure through reason.
The acceptance of the idea of God and
faith as a tenable way of knowing
necessitates the acceptance of con-
tradictions and leads to total skepticism.
Itnecessitates also theevasion ofreality
and the denialofreason.
The denial of reason is the denial of
the capability that allows man to
survive. To value that denial is to value
death. Theopposite value is reason and
the value oflife.
The rational choice is that of reason.
Thereis no middle ground, noroom for
compromise. Reason and faith are
irreconcilable oppositcs. Eachhave their
necessary result. Reason and life vs.
faith,contradiction, total skepticism, and
the "value" ofdeath.
Which is whyIcan't be an agnostic
any longer. This is literally a matter of
life anddeath. To suspendjudgmentis.
Example: Anomnipotent Goddenies
free will. Rationally, this can't be an
issue because the concept invalidates
itself. Can an omnipotent God make
himself impotent? If Hecan, then he is
nolonger omnipotent. IfHe can't, same
answer.
But the rational alternative is that
there is no omnipotent God. You do
have control over yourself and you can
take responsibility for one's actions.
Is this a negative condition? If your
answer is yes, then why liveatall? The
proper response to this is that there is so
much to live for.
The rejection of faith and Godisnota
negative stand, as the theologians and
some atheists would put it. Atheism
doesnotnecessarily lead topessimism.
The condition of the individual
consciousness is not, as some atheists
would have it, a pinball careening
against the bumpers of the chaotic
universe. The fundamental condition of
the individual is a potentially great
journey. Reason opens such incredible
possibilities of experiences,experiences
that onecan be sure of.
Ihold no illusions thatIcan "convert"
those who have rejected reason. This
article is not for them. They have
rejectedanyclaim to validity.
This article is for those still
struggling against the stale generalities
that demand that you think by avoiding
thought. Faith can't prove, it can only
evade. It hasno value,it isa vacuum.
Life is not avacuum. In order to
live life,one must use reason. But in
the tangled wilderness ofa world which
has greatly rejected reason (but not
totally, otherwise thespecies would not
have survived),youneedreason notonly
to live,but also toprotect yourself from
those who would attempt to get you to
kill yourself.
For those who still wish to live, for
those who hold on to the hope that it is
possible to do so, this article is for you.
Youown the world, those who reject it
have no claim to it.




Lesbian nunsspeak outabout their sexuality
IbyChullaine O'Reilly
ISpectatorEditor
Ihave seldom read a more disturbing
and devastingbook. Two women,Rose-
mary Curb and Nancy Manahan,ex-
nuns and professed lesbians, have com-
piledacollection of true tales that willat
first shock and thenultimately leave you
askingasking more questions than when
youstarted.
"Lesbian Nuns," what a scandalous
title! To mostpeople the mere thought
of talking about the topic is anathema.
The idea of devoting an entire book to
the subject breaks many of the major
social and religion taboos of Western
society.
And yet this is exactly what these
two women have done,broken the rules
and defied all the the taboos in order to
expose to the daylight, a matter of
human sexuality that has languished in
the darkness for centuries.
Forty-nine women volunteered to tell
their stories.Theindividual authors differ
in age,race, temperment and outlook.
Instead they share three things in com-
mon, their femininity, their past as nuns
and their collectivepain.
On the one hand, the biographical
sketches allow the reader to peerinto a
world that many of us have little or no
Yet ultimately, you're still not sure
why.Maybe it's such a personal matter
thatno book can ever hope to captureit
Butit remains an important book never
the less, not because it panders to our
curiosity but because it reveals how
these fellow humanbeings have come to
grips with their sexuality andpain,
understandingof,the cloistered worldof
the convent. Facts are revealed and
personalities take shape time after time,
chapter after chapter. Themajority of the
women who submitted their stories are
now strongly involved in alternative
religionsandlesbian supportgroups.
Yet at the end of the book,Icame
awaydisappointed.
The painof their experences is there,
as is the uncertainty of their sexual
idenities.Manyof the womenaccuse the
Catholic Church of beinghypacritical,
of suppressing their sexuality in a
patriarchial religion.Perhaps.
However Idon't think the book
works for one major reason. When you
read about these women, you feel their
disoricntation as they struggle to come
to grips with their sexuality. They suf-
fer, terribly and you know it, feel it,
believe it.
Shakarian 's humor




choir director, shows an interest in his
students,not just as choir members, but
as individuals. "They're growingmusi-
cally as well as personally," Shakarian
said.
He spoke excitedly about the enthu-
siasm being generatedin the 33 member
choir. "They're encouraging others to
join. In a way, theysay that they enjoy
working with me, but Ithink they're
enjoying the music too."
Shakarian was born in Cairo,Egypt,
and lived there for 10 years before
immigrating to the United States with
his parents. Hespentayearand ahalf in
Bavaria,andhas lived inSeattle since.
Shakarian did his undergraduate and
graduate work in the University of
Washington's music program. He spent
five months in London before going to
Yale University to study orchestral
conducting.
"I ended up in the Seattle area again
and worked for local groups as a
composer and a conductor," Shakarian
said. He was the acting assistant
conductor for the Northwest Chamber
Orchestra for four years.
He has also been working with
Channel9 as their music consultant for
several televised broadcastsof the Seattle
Symphony,operas andballet.
When Diane Retaallack, the S.U.
cr.oral director, took a leave of absence
after last year,Shakarian wasasked tobe
a visiting instructor. "So hereIam," he
saidsmiling.
Shakarian saidhehas enjoyed working
with S.U.s choir. "They're very en-
thusiastic and they're very gregariousand
they really work hard," he said. The
choir has developed a nice core of
singers,headded.
Shakarian taught previously at the
University of Washington and at Ever-
greenCollege. He isalso aprivate tea-
cher incomposition theory andconduct-
ing.
Shakarian's piece for four flutes is
publishedin Amsterdam,Holland. "I do
a lot of repertorial work, coaching
groups or individual singers or
instrumentalists,"he said.
The S.U. Chorale rehearses every
Monday,Wednesdayand Friday atnoon
with the helpofaccompanist Joan Blyth,
an S.U. piano instructor and soprano
singer.
Shakarian said they work mainly asa
group, but they often take sectional
rehearsals. "We goover a lotof drill
work,a lotof learning the notes,a lotof
understanding the expressionof the text
and the thoughtof the text to be able to
express itclearly."
In rehearsals, Shakarian tries to
combine concentrated work with a
lighthearted atmosphere so that students
"begin toappreciate that classical music
isn't so stiff andboring. It can be lotsof
fun."
The choir is acultural opportunity for
students toacquaint themselves with,not
only classical music, but music itself,
Shakarian said.
The only requirement for choir
members is they mustbe able to sing or
be willing to learn how to sing. "We do
have somepeople who don'tknow how
to sing, but are so willing to sing that
theylearn very quickly," Shakarian said.
The choir has a wonderful sense of
comraderee, he said. "Sometimes,unfor-
tunately, they practice their comraderee
in class, but they're very cooperative,"
Shakarian said.
"We have a lot of moments where
hilarity sneaks in in the form of charm-
ing wit from the choir members or
myself."
The S.U.Chorale andChamber Choir
went on a tour to Expo recently.
Shakarian said achoir member suggested
the tour last fall and he investigated to
see where they couldsingalong the way.
They performed two concerts at Im-
maculate Conception Churchin Everett
and at Sacred Heart Church in Bel-
lingham.
Before they left,Shakarian said there
would be some improvised singing
along the wayand perhapsatExpo.
"We're doing a varied program with
Europeancomposers, American com-
posers. Northwest composers. Histo-
rically, we're coveringa range of about
300 years,"he said.
The tour to Expo was the Chorale
Spring Tour,an annual event sponsored
by ASSU.
Shakarian said the tour serves three
purposes: to extend the boundaries of
S.U., to practice and absorb the music
by doing more than one or two
performances of the same repetoire,and
to develop a sense of teamwork by
travelling togetherasagroup.
"It's very much like a sport in that
teamwork is essential,"he said. I
Inhis spare time Shakarianis an avid
squash and badminton player. He said
sports and music are a fantastic com-
bination.
"The nature of music is very athletic
and the nature of athleticism is very
musical," Shakarian said. "There's a
rhythm involved; there's a timing
involved."
Forboth sportsand music one has to
have some basic skills, discipline and
good concentration, Shakarian said.
"Youalso have to berelaxed to be able
to perform orplay. And lastly, there's a
tremendous enjoyment out of all this,"
he said.
Shakarian has been given a contract
for onemore year atS.U. Where would
he like the choir to tour next year?
"Let's be more realistic about this
—
Hawaii!" he said jokingly. "It's really
quite open at themoment."
Shakarian would like to see the choir
increase in size and musical knowledge
and experience.
"Right now, the choir is very very
good, but there's always room for
improvement," he said. "I would highly
encourage all those people who are
interested."
The choir will be singing in the
Campion Chapel tomorrow at8p.m.
BrianRooncy/TheSpectator
Smiles and music are choir director Roupen Shakarian's contributions
to S.U. the visiting music teacher has been asked to spend another year
here.
PageTwelve/May22,1986/The Spectator
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tival is already going into its second
week, and plenty of worthwhile films
andnotable screeningsareinstorefor the
curious filmpatronand thehardcore fes-
tivalite.
Several Americanpremieres arelined
up as well as some rare screenings of
new andobscure works.
On Friday, May 23 (7 p.m.), an
American premiereof "In theShadow of
Victory," the latest film from Dutch
director Ate de Jong, will be presented.
This powerful film isabout aleader ofa
resistance group that battles against
German troops in the Nazi-occupied
Netherlands, and a Jew who makes ar-
rangements with a German general to
prevent himself and other Jews from
work traces thegenerations ofa German
family living in a fictitious village in
Hunsbruck,and their experienceof two
world wars, the Weimar era, Hitler,and
a dividedpost-war Germany. "Heimat"
is currently playing in four parts at the
Market Theater (May17, 24,26and 31),
and will be presented in a marathon
screening at the Egyptian Theater (May
26, 27).
Every Saturday afternoon at the
Egyptian, the festival is continuing a
tradition with the Secret Film Festival.
What's playing at the Secret Festival?
Well, that's a secret; because the films
presented have been "unrele'ased, sup-
pressed,orunavailable." But with avow
of secrecy, secret festival patrons can
sample some interesting treats.
Andeach year, withanod towardsthe
bent, bizarre, and twisted, the film
festival brings its midnight 01m series,
deportation. This film stars Jerocn
Krabbe who appeared in Paul Ver-
hoeven's "TheFourth Man." Ate de Jong
will attend this premiere screening.
Other American premieres include:
"The Naked Country" (Australia);
"HappilyEver After" (Brazil); "Twistand
Shout" (Denmark);"Der Todesspringcr"
(West Germany); "Mona Lisa" (Great
Britain); "The Smile of the Lamb"
(Israel); "Comorra" (Italy); "Mama is
Mad! "(Netherlands); "Bombs Away!"
(UnitedStates); and"Partisansof Vilna"
(United States).
Two world premieres of American
works will also be featured. "Flight of
theSpruceGoose" will be screened June
6 (7 p.m.); producer Michael Hausman,
directorLech Majewski,and starsDanO'
Shea andJennifer Runyon willattend to
present this film. And actor Anthony
Perkins will unleash his "Psycho III,"
Friday, June 6 (9:30 p.m.), at the
Egyptian for this worldpremiere.
Ongoing is EdgarRcitz' 15-hour Ger-
man epic "Heimat." Unlike R. W.
Fassbinder's "Berlin Alexandcrplatz" -
another 15 hour film,Rcitz' "Heimat" is
notafilm-adaptation ofa novel,nor was
it intended for television. This original
"They Only ComeOut At Night."
These films are not for the weak at
heart, but for those with an affinity for
bad taste who crave a nocturnal visual
fix. The films tasteless titles speak for
themselves: "Re-Animator" (May 23),
"Strangler vs.Strangler" (May 24), "The
Stuff" (May 30), "Eyes of Fire" (May
31), and "Population: One" (June 6).
More fun stuff.
Advance tickets can be purchased at
the Egyptian box office, which is open
daily. The festival schedule is subject to
change; call the box office for updated
festivaland ticket information.
The following lists some films at the
festival this week.
* DETECTIVE, France --
Friday, May 23 (5 P.M.). This
film is about murder, romance and
detectives. What's more, it's one of the
latest films by the bad boy of cinema,
Jean-Luc Godard. He's back again to
delight and provoke audiences in the
tradition of"Hail Mary," "Weekend" and
"Breathless." The EgyptianTheater.
♥ THE TURN OF THE
SCREW, Spain » Sunday, May
25 (7 P.M.). Taking a twist from the
Henry James' novel, director Eloy de
Iglesias ("El Diputado," "Colegas")
presents a haunting film about a male
tutor who feels strangely attracted
towards his pupil's brother. The Market
Theater.
* COME AND SEE, Soviet
Union -- Sunday, May 25 (9:30
P.M.). This powerful anti-war film
takes a sobering look at the effects of
war on children when the Nazis invaded
and devastated 600 villages in
Byelorussia,a Soviet republic. Directed
by Elem Klimov ("Rasputin"), "Come
and See" was the co-winner of the grand
prize at the 1985 Moscow Festival. The
Egyptian.
* THE LIGHTSHIP, United
States -- Saturday, May 31 (7
P.M.). A lightship adrift off the
Atlantic coast is seized by a band of
criminals after the ship's German-born
American captain saves them in their
small boat from an approaching storm.
Robert Duvall ("ApocalypseNow") and
Klaus MariaBrandauer ("Mephisto")give
incredible performances in this intense
film. The Egyptian.* AN EVENING WITH
KRZYZSTOF ZANUSSI / THE
POWER OF EVIL -- Thursday,
May 29 (7 P.M.). This year's
festival will pay a special tribute to
Polish director KrzyzstofZanussi,whose
work has appeared at past festivals
including "Contract," "Impcrativ" and
last year'spick film at the First Annual
Golden Space Needle awards, "Year of
the Quiet Sun." Clips from Zanussi's
past work and a discussion with the
director will be presented. His latest
film,"The Power of Evil," will appear
after this tribute to the director.
"The Power ofEvil" is about a young
thoelogy student who falls prey to a
world of corruption in an industrial
suburb in the 19205. This controversial
film and director will appear at the
Egyptian.
* HOME OF THE BRAVE,
Friday, May 30 (9:30 P.M.)
Laurie Anderson,storyteller and per-
formance artist, asksher audience ifany-
one's up for some difficult music. But
her music and stage perfromance is
everything except difficult. This film
documents herMister Heartbreak concert
tour, which is an audio-visual treat
mergingnew music, video,dance, voice-
over,spoken wordand glow-in-the-dark
teeth. The Egyptian.
* THE RED EYE SPECIAL:
THE 70 MM ALL-NIGHTER AT
THE CINERAMA
- Sunday,
May 25 (midnight). During
Memorial Day weekend the festival
shifts into its sci-fi extravaganza
-
appropriately titled "The Red Eye
Special" — screening four films
back-to-back in 70 millimeter at the
Cinerama. The films lined up are:
"Alien," "The Thing," "The Emerald
Forest," and "Mad Max: Beyond
Thunderdome."
Johnny Hallyday and Nathalie Baye star in Godard's tiit-and-run film,
"Detectives."
Performance artist Laurie Andersondistinguishes between zeros andones
in "Home of the Brave."
Publicity photo




andBarnetton her lifein the past12 years. Her voiceraisedand loweredinapitch similar
to a woman who is frantically yelling for a lost child. She said in the past two weeks,
through helpof the church counselors,she had come to realize that demons inside her
werepreventingher from beingan "obedient,subserviant,submissive wife."
Inanother testimonial a man toldof his desireto meetmore of the churchmembers and
unite with God but balancing his time as a church usher and time with his wife and
connections preventedhim fromdoing so.
PastorBarnett steps up to the pulpit after the testimonial. His manner is easy and he
oftencracks jokes. He is anold man. From the audience,he looks likehe is inhis late
50s. He has white hair combedup inpuffyperfection.
Barnett with an accent that made his "r's" soundlike "l's" and his "I's" like "w's," told
themembers that thechurch and its worship surpassed that of theMethodist,Mormons,
Pentacostals and the Lutherans because theycould incorporate theHoly Spirit,obedience
and love God. During his sermons, the audience joyfullyechos "Hallelujah" "Praise
God" and "Amen." Some members stand with eyes shut mumbling repeatedly,
"Hallelujah," "PraiseGod," to themselves.
Barnett's sermons and member's testimonials arebroken up by gospel songs. During
thesongs,church members fill the aisles and the area infront of thepulpit anddance. The
dancers often appear likechildren imitating a ballet dancer.
Twomen dressedin longsleevedshirtsand fashionable ties witha paisleyprint,danced
staring into each other's eyessmiling joyfully. The two leaped about a center aisle,
meetingjoininghands,circling and then breakingapart.
Two women,one dressed in a full skirt and matching peasantblouse,danced with a
woman in straight skirt and business-likeblouse danced together. Staring and circling,
both staredateach other andswooped their arms upin fluidswings.
Somemembers danced freelyalone, whileothers danced with members of theopposite
sex. The church members who remained at their seatsand stood swaying and singing.
Some held an arm extended towards the singers. Others stood with their eyes shut
rockingback and forth, singingormumbling.
After the songs, members return to their seats or mill about in the aisle or leave the
Sanctuary with their dance partners.
The services end withaprayerbut several hundredpeopleremain afterwards to meet and
talk with their family, friends- or connections.
News
Helping theHomeless
Snyder discusses working for society
by Tim Huber
SpectatorReporter
A young man with onlyonemonth of
highschool education works his way
through the worldand by 25 has a $50
thousandayear Madison Avenue job.At
age26hequits the job to seek a life that
hasmeaning andends uprunningashel-
ter for the homeless in Washington,
D.C.
To most people such a young man
would seem strange because he had
thrown away the American dream. But
Mitch Snyder says that is what has tobe
done to do justice to all members of
society. Snyder delivered the keynote
speech for Student Leadership Day to
about 125persons inPigott Auditorium
May 15.
"We can't fine tune our institutions
any more than we can fine tune our
values ofour relationships," saidSnyder.
"We can't build a world that is rational
andreasonable and justandequitableand
liveable while remaining within the
confines of thepresentsociety."
Snyder is the director of the Com-
munity for CreativeNon-Violence which
was founded 16 years ago to protestthe
Vietnam War.Now theyrunashelter for
thehomeless,although Snyder described
the group as "still an anti-war commun-
ity."
The group began workingwith home-
less, according to Snyder, because "we
began torealize that there wasadomestic
counterpart to the violence of Veitnam."
The group now aids "around 2,000
plus people a day," said Snyder. "We
openeda soup kitchen," said Snyder of
the group's initial efforts to help the
homeless. "Within blocks of the White
House, the epicenter of the Western
world, there were people going to bed
hungry."
In 1976 the group began to offer
shelter to streetpeopleas well. Accord-
ing to Snyder, the move committed the
group "to the elimination of homeless-
nessinAmerica."
When they began protesting to gain
awareness for the plight of the homeless
"we weren't wellreceived," saidSnyder.
"We found that therewasa tremendous
amount of distance between those who
have some place to lay their head and
those who don't," said Snyder of
Washington's response to theirprotests.
"We did whatwehad todo,"continued
Snyder. "We pouredb100d.... We broke
down doors."
Members of the group were arrested
once for refusing to leave St. Mathews
Cathedral in Washington, D.C. "We
wentback to St.Mathews Cathedral and
we poured our own blood on the altar,"
said Snyder. "The message that we
brought was not a popular 0ne.... Fear
began to turn onus."
But Snyder said the struggle must
continue. "Every month there's more
peopleonthe street,which means there's
more pain, frostbite, gangrene, more
pneumonia, more exposure," said Sny-
der,adding, "andofcourse more needless
death."
To solve theproblem of homelessness
and hunger, according to Snyder, bold
stepsareneeded. "Tosee andunderstand
reality," said Snyder,beaurocracy must
be broken down. "We have to reduce the
distance between ourselves and the source
and reality of suffering," said Snyder,
who stressed lessening the distance
between people. We must, said Snyder,
"acknowledgeby the way welive that we
areall members ofone family."
Snyder said such aneffort is the only
way to defeat theproblem. "Do every-
thing that you must now to make it
better," explainedSnyder.Compromise
simply will not work,said Snyder. "The
truth is that we only begin to get some-
thing done when we stop compro-
mising."
"Our response (to homelessness) is
most proportionate. It is akin to sitting
around and discussing what to do while
the building burns down around your
ears," said Snyder. Snyder said to reject
compromise "takes a willingness to act
for the consequences."The Community
for Creative Non-Violence bases its
actions "simply on what webelieve."
"Look God. Look at all these people.
They haven't done anything. They're
innocent. Why don't you do what you
have to do to make it better?" Snyder
said he used to think as he watched the
thousands of people "ooze" into the
shelter. Then, said Snyder, he realized
"God is,in fact,screamingat me."
On Monday night, Snyder's groups
efforts to help the homeless was the
subject of a television movie, "Samar-
itan." Snyder said the movie will serve
as a vehicle for his group. "It does what
we wanted it to do," Snyder told apress
conference at Seattle University before
his speech. "It hasn't gone as far as any
of us would like," said Snyder,adding,
"We'd like to seeitbe painfully,brutally
honest."
Publicitypholo






Several plans and events are being
planned for S.U. seniors. The senior
class commitee has set up plans for a
dance, "breaking away" night and a
picnic.
Additionally, the senior class speaker
and faculty member of the year wert
selected.
Plans for themain senior class event,
a dinner and dance,havebeen changed,
saidJames Gore, senior class committee
chairperson.
Gore said the events location was
changed from the Emerald City Yacht
Club to the Hilton Hotel in downtown
Seattle. The eventis set for May 30 and
ticket prices are $7 for seniors and $10
for guests.
Gore said the finalplans for the picnic
have not been formalized. The picnic is
scheduled forJune 4.
A "breakingaway" meeting is set for
may 5 at 6 p.m. The event will take
)lace atLion O'sRock HardCafe.
Iadditon to the events,a senior class
speaker waspicked.Patty Unfred,polit-
ical science major,said her speechwould
"focus on ... who we have become and
whateffect wecan haveon the world."
Unfred said she will also address the
risks seniors will face in trying to reach
their goals.




Attorney examines issues inS.U. law course
by Vonne Worth
Spectator OpinionEditor
laws concerningdisabled personsrights1 regard to employment, marriage,terilization, civil rights, entitlementrograms, involuntary commitment,uardianship, and driver licensing arc
discussed in a course taught at Seattle
tUniversity last year.JohnK.Thompson,hairmen of Seattle University's
rehabilitation department, said thecourse
tillbeoffered nextyear,ttorney Brian Linn teaches this
disability law course.
In employment, laws govern which
types of questions can be asked before
hiring. These are "pre-employment
inquiries."
Linn said the federal, state and city
ordinances take "different approaches to
what is or what is not a legal
pre-employment inquiry. "
"Notwithstanding that, if you take
Boeing... (which)is governed by both
the state law against discrimination and
section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act. .
.we find... that Boeing can...do a
pre-employment inquiry but that...(the)
inquiry has tobe verynarrowly drafted to
theconfines of theparticular job;...(they
can't) tend to screen out otherwise
qualifiedhandicapped individuals."
...When Ilast looked, Boeing was
still using ...broad pre-employment
inquiries. Have you . . .ever had
diabetes, heart problems, cancer, lines
and lines of 'have youhad...? ' And
that has continued...(even though)
complaints...have been filed with
enforcement agencies,"Linnsaid.
In the course, Linn discusses laws
regardingmarriage. He saidConnecticut
hadalaw forbiddingmarriage of persons
whohad certain disabilities.Theofficial
performing the ceremony could receive
punishment of up to 10 years inprison
anda $5,000 fine.
Linn said students find the area of
sterilization interesting.
"One of the cases we study.. is the
Stump vs.Sparkman case where Linda
Sparkman was a 16-year-old girl in
Indiana in the early 70s when her mother
went before a judge by the name of
Stump," Linn said.Themother asked for
anorder permittingLindato be sterilized.
Stump signed it. Linda was never told
she wasbeingsterilized.
"Later, she marries and tries to have
children and finds out... she's been
sterilized," he continues. "And she
brings action" against the judge "for
violating her civil rights.
"The U.S. Supreme Court ruled she
couldn't sue a judge for damages...,"
Linn said.
He saidentitlement programs suchas
Social Security are not considered
propertyand thuscanescape "dueprocess
of the law"as provided in the fourteenth
amendment
"If aperson receiving Social Security
adopts a child, that child will never be
eligible for Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC)," Linn
said.
He worked on cases which explored
the legalproblem of whether a minor
could becommitted to an institution for
life "just because you had a parent's
signatureor whether therehad to be due
processattached to that."
Linn said the class spenta lot of time
studying guardianship...These legal
issues face people who are
mentallyrctarded,...mentally ill,alcoholic
and drugaddicts.
Hecontinued: "At whatpoint in time
are you a full human being,... and at
what point in time is the law going to
intervene and make decisions for
you?.. And thereare no easy answers in
thoseareas."
"The class deals with (guardianship,
an) area of conflict between parentand
child which isadifficult legal,emotional
and spiritual issue,"he said.
"What do you do with parents 0f...
"defective newborns (when) the parents
(decide)... it might not be best for this
child to live?"
"Is that appropriately a parental
decision or is that appropriately one that
the courts should become involved in...
?" Linn asked. "Does the parent just
make the decision unselfishly on behalf
of the child or is part of the decision
based upon theparents'perceptionof the
pain that the parent is going to
experience?
"And where do you draw the line?
Whoissuchachild?" Linnasked.
Linn discusses driver licensing cases
every course. For instance, he said
federal regulations prohibit deaf people
from driving trucks in interstate
commerce even though they can get
licenses inall states.
He saidpeopleseem to think disabled
persons cannot drive safely when in fact
there is no statistical support for this:
thepresumption isdisabledpeople aren't
as safe.
Linn cited statistics which revealed
"women with epilepsy...in about the 26
to 34 age bracket have a safer overall
driving record than all drivers, ...within
that age bracket. . . We have...
representatives who are...pushing to
overturn the 55-mile-an-hour speedlimit
knowing... we're going to kill more
people," he said.
"We can all go over 55miles per hour
but as soon as it comes to letting a
person with epilepsy drive. . .all of a
suddenrestriction is in place."
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I NDSL EXIT INTERVIEWS !!
All students who have received NATIONAL DISTRICT;
STUDENT LOANS and who are leaving Seattle University;
after spring quarter 1986 are required to attend an Exit
interview.
Drop in sessions have been scheduled by the FIRST
letter of the LAST name.
The interviews will be heldin the Bookstore Conference
Room as follows:
A - L Wednesday, May 21 9am-12pm & 1-4pm j
M - Z Thursday, May 22 9am-12pm & 1-4pm j<
i
If students are unable to attend either of these!
sessions contact the Student Loan Office prior to
Wednesday, May 21.
Hold are being placed placed on the school records of
the students who have not signed their promissory note
for each advance receive on the National Direct Student
Loan. To have these holds released come into the
Student Loan Office, located just off the lobby of the
Bookstore Building, between 10:00 - 4:15 daily to sign
the promissory note. '
Ec^bff mILW \i Ir;|fcelingso goodnevercost soWJ mS If LLJiiille. At HairMasters, yougel SHAMPOO, CUTk. STYLIBof vtlf/ »he cut, theservice,Ihe satisfaction j*tyWj-*^*& --X y°u deservealapf'c* you expecl. fit "*■£*I '"tEi^ &% Fromcutslopermsiocellophanes, ff« Ifl H* HairMasterstrainedstylistsmake Ht9
I you feelgre.il about YOU!
"^ ■■ W
<% I FREE ProteinConditioning Always ll^^^r
4jy / Treatment withany service,
/ (whenyoumentionthis ad.)/ HAIRSTYLINGFORMENANDWOMEN.
/~"^ CAPITALHILL U. DISTRICT
M "^^H^^ 216 BROADWAY E. 4141 UNITED WAY N.E.328-5412 545-7237
-_____rf^^J fc^rJOAPPOINTMENT NECESSARY
Pepperoni & Canadian Style
Bacon?
How about Ground beef & Green
Peppers with a party cut?
And if you're going to be
sharing...
Half Sausage & Mushroom, half
pepperoni & Black Olives, with
double cheese over the whole
thing.
Anyway you want it.
Tonight.
525-3229 NT
5026 University Way NE
@ 1986 Dominoes Pizza Inc.
S.U.Sports
From a world class tennis pro to a nationalcaptain:
Gorman reviews his role as the new U.S. Davis Cup Captain
by Thertsak Sac Tung
SpectatorSportsEditor
In 1971 a Seattelite beat the No.1
tennis player in the world,RodLayer,at
Wimbledon in straight sets. Two weeks
earlier,the samepersonbeat Layer at the
Queen's Club tournamentin London. In
1973, the same person defeated Bjorn
Borg of Sweden to win the Swedish
ndoor title.
That person is Tom Gorman. He
ailed the victory over Borg in the final
s "the biggest tournament win that I
aye."
Gorman, a Seattle Prep graduate,
layed varsity tennis for Seattle Univ-
ersity for three years. During that time
Coach
interview
Gorman lostonly one match, to Alberto
Olmedo of Oregon State University. In
doubles play Gormandid notremember
hisrecordbut said "wemight have losta
ruple ofdoubles matches."In the NCAA tennis championships,
Gorman reached the quarterfinals inhis
junior and senior years, only to faulter
against Stan Smith, former Wimbledon
and U.S.Open champion.
After Gorman graduated from S.U.in
1968 he played some amateur tourna-
ments on the East coast. "I was doing
alright;Iwasn't doing spectacular," Gor-
mancommented.
Playing days
Gorman played professional tennis
from 1968 to 1981. He attained his
highest ranking, eighth best in the
world, at the end of the 1973 tennis
Gorman said there was no computer
ranking for any player at that time, so
each player was ranked according to
performances of the whole year.
The S.U.graduate did not remember
how many tournament victories he had
but he said he probably won 10 or 11
singles and about four or five doubles
When asked if he made much money
on the pro tour, he chuckled a bit and
said, "According to today's standard,not
as much. But at that time we thought we
were playing for big prizes,big purses,
so Iwas lucky that's right when I
graduated from college; then Icould
become apro right then."
The best Gorman did in the Grand
Slam tournaments was semifinals at
Wimbledon in 1971 (Gorman bested
Layer instraight sets), theU.S. Open in
1972 and the French Open in1973.
tGorman said he never did really wellAustralia and he couldn't offer anyisons why.Gorman said that hisbest yearson thejr were 1971-75. "I felt like Iwas
playing well andIkept improving all
those years," said Gorman.Butafter the
1975-76 season, Gorman said, he was
not playing so well due to occasional
injuries. "It seemed likeIwas fighting
injuries. The last four or five years
Esren't verygood."After his playing years on the prours, Gorman coached some women'sams for the United States. Hecoached
the Federation and the Wightman Cups
andhealso coached ChrisEvertLloyd on
his team. With that credential in his
background, Gorman had a shot at the
Davis Cup captaincy, since the position
was vacatedby former captainandplayer,
Arthur Ashe.
Davis Cup Captain
When Gorman was announced as the
new U.S. Davis Cup captain, Gorman
said all six of thecandidates who were
running for the position called to offer
congratulations.Gorman admittedhe was
a little surprised when he was chosen
over coaches like Smith. "Stan was on
the mind ofa lotof peopleincluding my
own. Stan Smith's stature in the tennis
world is as good as anybody," said
Gorman, but added, "I was happy that
they chose me.Ithought they made a
goodchoice."
Gorman said he wants to be the
captain because he felt that he can do a
good job. "I felt confident inmy ability.
The minute that Iwas aware that the
USTA (United States Tennis Associa-
tion) was consideringme,Ihad no fear
of the position. Ithink Ican do it,"
Gormansaid.
About Gorman's training method for
the team,hebelieved workinghard will
pay off high dividends in the end.
Gorman said the Davis Cup com-
petitions is unique from most of the
tournaments. The competitions is the
are many surprises. "Over the years,I
have seen alot of crazy things inDavis
Cup. With Davis Cup, there are five
matches. One greatplayerlike Becker,he
can make a difference,but it (the ties)
doesn't secure the win."
Gorman feels the pressanticipated too
early of the U.S. and West Germany
match. BecauseifMcEnroe didplay this
year,he wouldalsoplayBecker inoneof
thematches and the ties wouldbeplayed
in the U.S.
One of the players for Mexico,
Leonardo Lavelle, impresses Gorman.
"But tennis is one of those rare sports of the major sports
that as a player, you still stay involve in many different
aspects...Tennis is whatIdo best and I'll try to stay with it
as long asIcan," reflected Gorman.
best three out of five sets in single and
double plays.
Gorman's philosophy of prepping the
team is to get them physically in shape
and mentally sharp. He explained that,
"you've to have them (players) so
physically ready, that the physical
conditioning was just going to be so
good that if they have to deal with
something mentally, they won't get
tired.So what wedidinEcuador isdrills.
We gave thema twice aday workout ~
about two and a half hours in the
morning, about two hours in the
afternoon. They weredragging."
Gorman also felt the drills help the
team to get used to the weather inSouth
America. "The first day and a half, they
were really feeling the humidity. But
then another day and a half, they felt
great. That's why we did so well down
there. We wereinabetter physical shape
than theEcuadorians," saidGorman.
The U.S Davis Cup team will play
Mexico on July 18, 19 and 20 in
Mexico; Gorman is not sure in which
city,buthe thinks the ties willbe played
inMexicoCity due to abigger stadium.
Gorman said the court surface would
likely be indoor because "it will be too
hot tobe outside."
Gorman said he was a little bit sur-
prised to be playing against Mexico
instead of West Germany with teenage
sensation,Boris Becker. But he added
that in the DavisCup competition, there
Gorman feels Lavelle would have a
future in a tennispro career. "I think he
is the player of the future. He is an all
aroundplayer.He have some of the traits
as AndresGomez (Gomez beat Ariasand
Krickstein in the U.S. versus Ecuador
ties), who is a tall, lanky player, who
canplay from the baseline and alsocan
attack. He isa threat because he doesn't
have anapparent weaknessesor apparent
deficiency that some players do," said
Gorman. ButGormanadded, "Beckerbeat
him quiteeasily."
Gorman said he was confident inhis
team to do well in this year's com-
petitions. "Yeah,Iam cofident that we
have the horses to win.They (the press)
are talking toomuch about the Swedes.
They'revery good.Theyobviously are ~
they won the last two years. ButIthink
we can beat them.But asIlearn with
any coaching's rhetoric, we have to be
concerned about Mexico than about the
whole things. You really do see how
difficult the task is to approach every
individual match. But Ithink overall,
we have the horses to win," Gorman
said.
But Gorman would consider the
Swedes, the favorite to win the Davis
Cup. "Oh, Yeah,you've got to consider
Sweden the favorite. They've a lot of
variety — they can go with different
single players and different double
players," saidGorman.
Gorman said despite the unexpected
performancesof the team in thepast two
years, for example losing to West
Germany in the quarterfinalsof the draw
last year, the team is not doing bad. "I
am not thinking we have to have a
saviour because our tennis has done fine
over the few years. We won the Davis
Cup twice in the last five years and lost
in the final (to Sweden in1984).IfIcan
have the same records that Arthur Ashe
hadIwillbe veryhappy. DavisCup isa
hardcompetition to win,"saidGorman.
Gorman said Davis Cup competiton,
despite having only four contests per
year if the team keeps on winning,is'
like a year round job. "The Davis Cup
takes up a lot of time,even though the
matches are three months apart," said
Gorman.Healso commented that during
the year the captain must keep up with
the results of some of the top U.S.
player prospects and talk with them a-
bout the team.
Unlike Ashe's teamin 1984, when the
teamboasted theNo.1andNo.3players
at that time, John McEnroe andJimmy
Connors, this year's squad so far is
Jimmy Arias, Aaron Krickstein, Brad
Gilbert and the doubles teamof Robert
Seguso and KenFlach.Gorman said the
team's rostercan change because some
players do well on certain surfaces and
some do not. For example, when the
Americans playedEcuador inGuayaquil,
Ecuador, the court surface wasred clay.
Arias and Krickstein had some fine
results on clay previously.
If the team playedon faster surfaces
like grass or the supreme court indoor,
the team's roster wouldlikely change. "If
we go on a different surface, then the
team will change.Ithink that Seguso
and Flachare the most secure," Gorman
explained. "Butobviously if we play on
grass Arias and Krickstein wouldn't be
considered. And if we play indoor we
have other players that Ican choose
from.We have alot ofoptions.We don't
have tostay with the same team."
About McEnroe or Connors to play
for the future matches, "So far Jimmy's
(Connors) interest inplaying Davis Cup
is not one of his priorities because he is
cutting back on his international
schedule and heis kindof leaning toward
the endofhis career.But John(McEnroe)
has shown more interest,healways has,
for playing Davis Cup andIam hopeful
that he may continue to show that
interest. But there is nothing specific,"
saidGorman.
Then... Now...
continued on page 1/
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Future in tennis
Beside being a U.S. Davis Cup
captain, Gorman played in a tennis
circuit for players over 35-years old.
Gorman had some success already on the
tour.He won inRancho Mirage and in
Berkely,California. Gorman bested Stan
Smith in theRancho Mirage 's final and
HieNastaseinBerkley.
Gorman also is on the Adidas
Advisory Board.Heexplained thatAdidas
spentalot ofmoney andeffort inorder to
promote tennis. "What Adidas does is
they spent alot of effort in tennis out
into the so call 'grass root.' My
involvement will be during the year,I
help them puton tennis clinic,more or
less to thegeneralpublic,"saidGorman.
In tennis,Gorman feels there is life
after thepros have finished withplaying
tennis as a career. Gorman said, "Iused
to think in high school that my tennis
would end after college. At that lime,
there was no pro tennis. And then when
pro tennis (was established),Iusually
think Iwould play till Iwas 25. And
thenIkept playing. At 30, 1was a year
from getting offt he tour and Isay I
wouldplay untilIam 35. NowIam 40.
SoIthinkIprobably look at five years
increments. If this position of captain
goes until Iam 45, five years, maybe
that will happen (the retirement from
tennis). And maybe I'll look for
something else. But tennis is one of
those rare sportsof the major sports that
as a player, you still stay involve in
many different aspects. . . .Tennis is
whatIdobest and I'll try to stay withit
as long asIcan,"reflected Gorman.
Gorman said excellent players like
Layer and Ken Rosewall bring out the
"best in me." "My favorite player was
the best player.Ilove playing against
Rod Layer and KenRosewall because at
that time, they were my idols.But just
that they were so good it seemed to
bring out thebest inme.LikewiseIlike
playing John Newcombe, Stan Smith
andArthur Ashe," saidGorman."Ididn't
like to play against Nastase -- just
because it was so frustrating." Gorman
referred toNastase's reputationofgetting
angry inorder todisturb your opponent's
concentration.
Is Gorman satisfied with his tennis
career? "Oh yeah, very satisfied," said
Gorman.
Spectator filephoto
The tennis team in 1967. The members were Steve Hopps, Cliff
Hedger, coach; Bill Jones, Brian Parrot, George Alcott, Scott
Geoghegan,Stewart Cusick,CharlieLidzbarski andTomGorman.




Place School A B Total
1 U.W. 22 31 53
2 Western Wa.U. 25 41 66
3 U.BritishColumbia 38 30 68




6 OregonState U. 66 61 127
7 U. of Oregon 84 74 158
8 U.ofPugetSound Scoresunavailable
SeattleUniversity finished fourth ina
field of eight at the Northwest District
national eliminations regattaheld at the
University of Washington on May 10
-11.
With the winner taking all, U.W.s
first-place qualified them for the nat-
ionals which will be held in Rhode
Islandlater this year.
This particular regatta,composed of
teams from Oregon, Washington and
British Columbia, was madeup of eight
two-division teamsclassifiedas "A" and
"B." According to S.U.s A-team skip-
per, Todd Williams, the importance of
the regatta was exemplified by one
characteristic. Some of the entrants
"pulledguys outof the wood work that
haven't been around all year for this
regatta,"saidWilliams.
After competing in approximately 15
races in the Portage Bay for over two
days,Tim Verharen, theB-team skipper,
felt any alternative strategy which could
have improved S.U.s outcome is irrel-
evant.Verharen said it'sreally difficult to
say what the outcome would have been
because of the number of races and
unpredictable weathervariables.
The distances raced were approx-
imately the length of the Portage Bay,
but in varying race patterns. Vcrharen
said that courses were comprised of
triangleand straight-line patterns. "The
races usually takeabout fifteen minutes,"
Verharen said.
Usually each division,either "A" or
"B," will sail two races, then switch
boats with the "A" fleet." The firstplace
boat receives 1point, the secondreceives
2, etc. "It's like golf. The one with the
lowest points win,"said Williams.
According to the A-team skipper the
land masses surrounding Portage Bay
created eventful racing situations. "The
wind is real shifty -- it's not like when
your out in the middle of a lakeand the
wind has been blowing straight for a
mile," saidWilliams. "There wasa lot of
skill and strategy involved." To win
teams need to get their boats to the




continued from page 16
Gorman remains in tennis
after a very satisfying'career
hSp@©isill
Ifyouhavepurchased Commencement
Announcements through the Bookstore
please note thatprocessional time
listed therm is 55 minutes early. The
actual time is 2:40p.m. for the
processional, with the ceremony
immediately following.
The Bookstore nowhas announcement
inserts listing the correct time. These







Qualify to train in oneofseveral interestingskillsavailable
ina nearby ArmyReserveunit, andyou'llearnagoodpart-time
salary,plusreceivingup to$5,040 for college that won'tcost
youonepenny.
You'llserveone weekenda month(usually)plus two weeks
annual trainingand earnover $1,225 ayear to start.
You can begin toearn your college fund after just six
months in the ArmyReserve. Ask your local Reserverecruiter for
all thedetailsabout theNew G.I.Billcollege moneyopportu-
nity.Stopbyor call:
Sergeant FirstClass Smith 621-1377
ARMYRESERVE.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
Sailing strategy during any regatta
involves a simple variable,namely boat
placement. In thebeginning of aregatta
you just go out and sail your best,
Williams said. However, as the races
progress and opponents draw near in
points, "you cover the peopleyou think
are going to beat you, are going to
threaten you," Williams added.
An obvious advantage can be estab-
lished by placing your boat in the path
of the wind, in front of the competitor's
boat. 'It's really tough to do," Williams
continued,but if you're successful your
opponent won'tget enoughwind.
S.U.s total points scored by boats
"A" and "B" amounnted to102 preceded
by the University of British Columbia's
68, Western Washington University's
66,and the U.W.s 53. Lewis and Clark
finished fifth with 122, Oregon State
University totaled 127 and the University
of Oregon finished with 158 points. The
University ofPuget Sound and the Ever-





SpectatorAssistant to the Editor
As a third year baseball player, left-
handed pitcher Jeff Remily said he's
learned a lot being on the SeattleUniv-
ersity baseball team. "It doesn't matter if
you winor lose,you learna lot."
"I've learned how to manage my time
well. I've learneda lotof stuff justabout
general things - working at your sport,
working hard and trying to get a goal,"
Remily explained.
Remily appearedin about 13 games
this season, pitchingone winduring the
season. "I felt Idid better at the end of
the season than Idid at the beginning,"
he said.
The game against Pacific Lutheran
University in the latter part of the
season, in which S.U. lost,6-5, Remily
recalls as his best game of the season.
The team, he said, ajso highlighted in
the games against P.L.U., both at the
first of the season in which they won,
and in the last.
Remily, a junior in the civil engi-
neering program, isone of four pitchers
whoplayed for the team.Though having
only four pitchersmakes for a lotof hard
work, he said he really "enjoyed all the
throwing."
"We'd all get our starts and then if we
needed relief we'd justgo tosee whoever
could throw,"he said."Nobody misseda
start... and we'dall pick cachothcr up."
Remily said that the whole team got
along well this season and he was im-
pressed with their playing. "AHthe guys
(on the team) are really good athletes,"
he added. "I was really proud to be on
this teambecause we we're all classy ...
aclass act"
Remily said even thoughhe feels that
students at S.U. respect the baseball
team, theydon't take it serious. "Every-
body expects winners ... even this year
with the basketball team people were
putting down the basketball team andnot
taking them seriousbecause they weren't
winningas muchas people thought they
should."
"You've got to be up for every single
start," he explained. "You've got to be
concentrating the whole game all the
time andif youget downor if you let up
things snowball."
Remily said that he feels baseball is
90percentmental and that sometimes its
hard to play up toone'sabilities. "Some-
times youcan be throwingreally bad and
haveagood game."
Coach DonLong,Remily said, taught
him a lot this year.He said Long taught
the teamabout the fundamentals of the
game, how tocarry themselves andhow
to work hard. "We (the team) have
immense respectfor him,"headded. He's
"smart and ... knows a lot about the
game."
Due to the budget cuts this year the
baseball team held clinics and instruc-
tionals for high school students to try to
raise money for the team. "We would
have earned enough money to support
the program next year if it took us all
year," he stated. "But Iguess they (the
administration) didn't wantus to." How-
ever,headded,he willbe back nextyear
even though the baseball program will
not.
continued from page 17
Sailing Regatta
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fj Dallas: Police Departmentj NOW HIRINGStarting Salary
$22,872.00 TO $24,072.00
Requirements: Minimum age 21;
heightand weight inproportion;vision
no worse than 20/100 and correctable
to 20/20; education 45 semester
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/^t\ HANDS ACROSS CAMPUS /f/jL
\^^/ Friday May 23 11:15-1:15 p.m. \tZ^\\Bubr Hall Lawn
Enjoy a hotdog Barbecue with friends while
helping the poor in the U.S.A. and around the
world. At 1.05 p.m. the Seattle U. community will
join hands, just like HANDS ACROSS AMERICA, in
solidarity with the hungry around the world.We
will also join in song.
Sponsered by: Bread for the World, Coalition for
Human Concern, Students against Aparthied, and
Amnesty International.
PAT DECARO: A PRESENTATION Of HER I
PAINTINGS
Tuesday, May 27 Library Stimpson Room
I:15-2:30p.m.
Pat Decaro will personally show slides of her
paintings and discuss her work. She is presently ||
a part-time instructer in the Studio Arts on our
humble campus. She graduated with a fine Arts II
degree from U.W. In 19&3, she won the fulbrite \1
Scholarship and spent two years studying II




the "Yacht club" to the "Seattle Hilton."
Friday, May30th 6:00 p.m. I
Dinner and nohostbar followed by Dance.
Come to the dinner or stop by at the dance. All students invited.
Tickets on sale now.Discount rate for Senior.
Come celebrate the class of 1986.
BREAK AWAY TO PARADISE ROCK CAFE I
MondayJune2nd. 5:00 p.m. -????? I
What a better way to spenda Mondaynight. I
Get together with old friends andmeetnew ones.
SENIOR PICNIC
Wednesday,June 4th. 4:30p.m. - ????? Seward Park
Bask in thebeautiful Seattle sunshine (?) witha picnic on Lake
Washington. Senior, faculty,staff,familyand friends all invited!!
Baseball,volleyball,sailboat rides and food provided!!
EXPOTICKETS ARE IN !!!
@Must pick up inActivities office Between2:00 - 4:30 p.m. //r^^VMust bringreceipt of paymentor I.D. if \\7r^
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VOLUNTEER VICTIM ADVOCATE PO- POSITIONS OPEN FOR FALL The WORD PROCESSING - TYPING. Free GET A JOB NOW WORKSHOPS.U
SITIONS AVAILABLE with theKing Co student-tostudent committee(a branch campuspick upanddelivery.Fast, accurate, Mays-B,May27-31.Ca1l 527-1723 now!!
Prosecutor's Victim Assistance Unit of the Admissions Office) is accepting reasonable.JEANDAWKINS. 367-2434 Individual coaching available.
Criminal or Juivenile Section. Learn applications for the 1986-"87 academic The Cambridge Studio Apartments WORK STUDY POSITION. After U
I
aboutthe criminaljusticeslystem while year. Prov.de perspectivestudents w.th Furnitureavailable.Call623-1666. school Program in Madrona seeksIhelping crime victims. Training pro- your view of Seattle University. Arrange rOe^r,e\^\Z Q «„«, -♥"-H
vided credit available. Require office campus tours, class visits, faculty Electric Typewriter, excellentcondition, Xfic'i.,,, energeticH
experience,goodcommunicationskills, advis
P
or appointments, visit local high $85or bestoffer, 325-6836 -ache s ass.s ant m day care center y; ability to makea timecommitment.Call schools with Admission Counselorsi * ,o y olds.Pleasant work!y Arlene 583 4404 n i n i i o i r i $600 for 1000 envelopes!!Stuff enve- enviroment. RI ' Have fu" bei"9 a caomPus h° st,or lopes!! No experiencenecessary. You Posi,ion starts soon. Hours are 3p.m. -H Typing, pickup/delivery, carbonor fabric rib- hos}9SS d,unn9 s|eePin9 Ba9 weekend or onlyneedtoknowhow toreadandwrite 6pm M.F througn 6th June More Uy -bon.can 937-9879 at OpenHouse! Being a member of the english.For freedetailsenclose a self- hours durj |he S(jmmer months I| student-to-student Committee is a very addressed envelope. Nicolaus, Thyns 323-4366 between3dmto "Foodservers and cooks with some experi- rewardingexperience 18085, Athens 11610, Greece. nease can j^j Jt>t> D i jp. . t ..H ence wanted F̂ull and part time openings. Pick up anapplication in the Admissions 6p.m.M-F for more info.W CafeEuropeSeattteCenter, cal. 782-2221. Office NOW, Pigott 253. The application ?**'?„*£" l"°m"Z'^« ReSOrl H° tel' CrUJSe LineS &l
PRE-MED STUDENTS. Gain a unique view is due back to the Admissions Office By Swi4"sU?cable) Sr^^n^liKS Amusement.Parks are now acceptingH of parents' worldby training for phonework June 2nd. curity bldg., and a deck too!! Call325-6781 applications for employment!! To I
i with the Cancer Info. Services at the Fred .. eves,before10p.m. receive an application and information,I
IHutchinson CancerResearchCenter in Se- IMMACULATE solid sterling silver wrjte; Tourjsm |nforrnation Services. H[ attle.Statewide,tollfree hotline requiresma- Gemeinhardf open hole flute modelM35. Act nowdiakattesßulk 5 — 14"DS/DD. 39 PO Box 7881 Hilton Head Island SC iIture individual to commit to 4 hrs/week. Asking $600.00.Make offer.874-3191. cents each. Lots of 100. These arenot sec- 29938(Training begins in May. Call Dee 1-800-4- 7flq.A3Qqfleavemessaae^ onds. Money back guarantee. No questions _ .CANCER or467-4675 789-4393(leave g ) asked.CallMEl,1-800*34-3478,9^9 E5TM- Roomate wanted. Call Carroll at gSeattleU. ChildDevelopmentCenterof- F;Sat 10-6.Offer expires5/31/86 625-7832 btwn. 1:30 and 5:00p.m. Or yProfessional couple seeks after school fers preschoo|/day care for ages 2 - 7. 322-3881 anytime,y assistanttosupervisehomework piano Open all year from 7:ooam - s:3opm. CIUALITYTYPING 16yearsexperienceIPractice after-schoolsportstor 10-year- Fu|| or part tjme Drop.ins welcome. $1.50PERPAGE.Call248-1644 after 7 Physical therapy student, F., needs H" Z^iac7St2^T 626"5394- p.m.Ask for Carolina. room or apt. to rent for summer. Will be|
Ioirf n Qm^-r «. 11D1d» i.i GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 available end of May. Please callICanno Super 8 ( 0 4xls) $59)230/yr. Now hiring. Call 805-687- 633-5054 ask for Mike. 1camera for sale. Camera is In 6000Ext.R-6111 for current federallist. Girlneeded to helpparents with childrenexcellent condition. It also includes a and light housework. Salary, room and STUDENT OFFICE POSITION I|S$"750 $Pfeas°er Sna°c "anSt ST.^TMi r̂tW<SE board' Non-smoker. On bus route to AVAILABLE in Safety and security|I626 6850 between $3500-$4OOO. For an interview B.U. 325-6283 evenings. Office. Please stop for details. NOy bbBSU- call322-2873. PHONECALLS.
IKING COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTOR- HELP WANTED. Earn $30-$5O/ day, screenina for Board WANTED: Male roomate to share largeX NEY'S OFFICE has work study pos.t.ons working-1-2 daysa week, assisting stu- Frfe , n!f'„ i 9 °° f
°
2.8 dt 4 B
,ks jromsy.2 baths, Igiopeninalldivisions.Learnabout thecriminal ar,niuinn fnr rroHit rarrts rail 1 patients. Call Aallam Samsavar at <; oormapi.■» dimnuno ... 'W justice system while working withattorneys Jj!,^'° credit c rd , c ll v 1 message) |iving Rm., kltchen, patio, wshr & dryer,Iand thepublic. All positions full time during aou-»d^-us^o. dishwasher. Security Bldg. $175/mo. +
ft the Summer. $5.00 per hour. Call Arlene 2 work study positions open in the King NQN-SMOKER. Call329-6955. U3 Rankina,583-4404 To all those whogave us their support,
'
. . ..... .1
love and prayers during the last nine ,jvc Oflice sta(f wlth various projects, and NEEDED, experienced child-lovingMf! 2 work study Co-ordinator positions months-- students, faculty, staff anc and relatedclericalduties. per hr. 19 person jj
W availableinWomen's ResourceRoomfor administration- we would like to extenc hrs. per week dunngs ôa;cedefBh0rsnsPa Care for two small children; outings to|11986--S7 school year. Programming & our sincere thanks. John, Peggy anc week -n the summer. Cal C ll n oy zqq 3 „ days/week summer.^|University Relations. Interviews May Loralne Michelle. Call Carolyn or Scott,523-7268.
I; 26-30.Please call 626-6641 for interview
